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Finite strings constitute a fundamental data type found in most general purpose
programming languages. Furthermore, regular string transformations, which are a
class of functions on finite strings, are widely used and have various applications
in security, bioinformatics, etcetera. Given the ubiquity of regular string trans-
formation and their importance, it would be useful to formally reason about these
transformations at a high-level of abstraction, which is close to the application in
which they are used.
In this thesis, we develop a formal framework based on rewriting logic and
Maude in which regular string transformation can be formally specified and ana-
lyzed. We will also follow two complementary approaches to develop the framework
that is executable and enable different types of formal analysis, such as simula-
xiii
tions, inductive theorem proving and reachability analysis for both deterministic
and non-deterministic regular string transformations. One approach was theoreti-
cal, in which the formal semantics of the DReX language will be developed. DReX
is a language for describing regular string transformations. The second approach
is experimental, in which a corresponding executable specification in Maude will be
developed and used for formal analysis. As a result, we develop: (i) an algebraic
deterministic semantics of DReX in Maude, and (ii) an extended rewriting seman-
tics of a non-deterministic generalization of DReX capturing non-deterministic
regular string transformations. The approach is illustrated using several real-world
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مثل   (Formal Analysis)منا بإتباع نهجين تكميليين لبناء إطار تنفيذي يسمح لنا القيام بأنواع مختلفة من التحليل الرسمي ق
، باإلضافة (Inductive Theorem Proving)يات معالجة وتحويل النصوص، تحليل نظرية اإلستقراء الرياضي محاكاة عمل
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
From airline reservations to the deployment of probes and satellites to celestial
bodies, programming languages have become an important aspect of technology
utilized in our daily lives. They also form a crucial part of computing and its
related sciences. Finite strings are essential elements of program semantics which
constitute a fundamental data type found in most general purpose programming
languages [2]. String transformations describe the process of mapping strings
from an input alphabet Σ to strings in an output alphabet Γ. String transforma-
tions are widely used and have various applications in security, natural language
processing, data mining, bioinformatics, and so forth [3]. They are crucial tools
for applications such as translating data from one format to another, spelling er-
ror correction, reformatting documents, sanitization of web addresses and other
applications [3, 1, 4].
Regular string transformations (RSTs) are defined as a particular class of par-
tial functions that transform a string into another string, which have a robust the-
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oretical foundation including closure properties, multiple characterizations, and
decidable analysis questions [1].
The following examples illustrate some uses of regular string transformations:
 Conversion of the lowercase to the uppercase character (a −→ A) could
be represented using a partial function given by f : X ⇀ Y mapped from a
domain X to a codomain Y , where [a..z] and [A..Z] ⊂ UNICODE represent
the domain of X and Y respectively. For instance, in this mapping, according
to UNICODE, 32 is subtracted from an ASCII code of lowercase letter ”a”
to convert it to uppercase.
 Web address sanitization is a regular string transformation process that elim-
inates or encodes dangerous characters in untrusted data [5]. For instance,
<h1>Hello World!</h1> −→ Hello World!. In this example, the web
sanitizer removes tags or encodes special characters from this string.
 Code obfuscation is a transformation approach that has been used by devel-
opers to protect source codes, hide internal implementation details [6] and
prevent software piracy. This string transformation generates a concealed
string using a code that is abstruse for humans. For example, int x =
5;−→/*\u002f\u0069\u006e\u0074
\u0020\u0078\u0020\u003d\u0020\u0035\u003b\u002f\u002a*/.
Formally, regular string transformations are typically captured using either an
appropriate logical system such as monadic second order (MSO) logic or some form
of a finite state machine such as string transducers, streaming string transducers,
2
or two-way transducers, among others [1, 7]. Moreover, an alternative way to
capture regular string transformations is by using domain-specific programming
languages such AWK and Perl [8].
Definition 1.1 ([4, 9]) The transducer generates an output string as the con-
catenation of all the obtained output symbols which are prior produced at each
step corresponding to a given input string which can be presented as (Q, Σ, Γ, I, F, δ)
where:
 Q the set of states.
 Σ is the input alphabet;
 Γ is the output alphabet;
 I ∈ Q the initial state;
 F ⊆ Q is the set of final states;
 δ the state transition function, which maps Q× Σ to Q.
1.1 Problem Description
Logical systems and finite state machines which are traditionally being used to
capture regular string transformations, as described earlier, do not necessarily
highlight the essence of regular string transformations. Their foundational fea-
tures are inter-mixed with their description in the underlying formalisms. Con-
sequently, formal analysis of such a transformation is usually done manually or
3
Figure 1.1: Convert Lower to Upper letters Finite Transducer
through complex unnatural encodings and usually results coupling of transducer
semantics [8]. For example, the finite transducer machine that converts lowercase
to uppercase characters as illustrated in Figure 1.1 shows the complexity of the
transducer even for a simple regular string transformation. Moreover, string ma-
nipulation in programming languages such as Perl and AWK have been used to
query and reformat text files for many years. We can observe that these languages
have different compilers to capture regular string transformations.
Given the ubiquity of regular string transformations and their importance,
it would be useful to think about these transformations at a high level of ab-
straction, which is close to the application in which they are used. In general,
programming languages that have been heavily used for string transformations
do not typically have a formal semantics.This shortcoming of the programming
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languages motivated us to devise a formal and executable semantics to capture
regular string transformation using the Maude framework. This formal definition
can be used in various domains that utilize regular string transformations, such
as bioinformatics, web security, and other domains.
This thesis, therefore, focuses on the formal specification and analysis of deter-
ministic and nondeterministic regular string transformations. Having the motiva-
tion described above in mind, we formulate the research questions to be addressed
by this thesis.
Research Questions:
 [RQ1] How do we formally specify deterministic regular string transforma-
tions in a way that is high-level, elegant and that can be used directly to
evaluate and analyze their properties?
 [RQ2] How do we define an extension of this formal specification to provide
a formal model for nondeterministic regular string transformations in an
elegant high-level manner that enables us to simulate and analyze their
properties?
The thesis aims to show that these problems can be appropriately addressed
using an algebraic semantics approach to regular string transformations that
will provide an elegant formal method for the specification of such transforma-
tions highlighting its essential features, and enabling directly their evaluation and
formal analysis. Using an appropriate formalism based on rewriting logic, this
method can also be extended to formal semantics of non-deterministic regular
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string transformations while still enabling formal analysis of their properties.
1.2 Overview of the Approach
The methodology of the thesis is described graphically in Figure 1.2. We follow two
complementary approaches. The first one is the theoretical development where
we take the description of the language (DReX), a language for describing regular
string transformations, and develop (1) a formal algebraic semantics in the form
of an equational theory in order-sorted equational logic, and (2) an extension of
this theory into rewrite theory in rewriting logic that captures non-deterministic
semantics of more general regular string transformation.
The experimental development is the second approach that we follow in the
thesis. Here, we develop specifications corresponding to the formal semantics
above as Maude modules, since modules in Maude are executable and the spec-
ification can be directly used to perform different types of experiments. This
includes simulations and formal analysis using several real-world examples and
case studies.
1.3 Summary of Contributions
This work contributes a formal framework using rewriting logic and Maude that
captures both deterministic and nondeterministic regular string transformations.
The following list highlights the main research contributions of the thesis:
6
Figure 1.2: Thesis Methodology
1. A high-level formal algebraic semantics of regular string transformation.
2. An executable specification in Maude enabling formal analysis of determin-
istic regular string transformation.
3. A novel rewriting semantics that elegantly captures the non-deterministic
behavior of regular string transformation process.
4. An effective mechanism for simulating and formally analyzing various of
non-deterministic regular string transformations.
5. Formulation of a function library consisting of various formally verifiable
regular string transformation functions that can be employed in numerous
domains such as security encryption and web address sanitization.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
This section gives a brief outline of the thesis.
The thesis begins in Chapter 2 by reviewing preliminaries on rewrite theory,
Maude system, and DReX. The chapter also describes at a high level how such
units of specifications in rewriting logic can be executed and analyzed in Maude.
In Chapter 3, an algebraic formal specification has been proposed to capture
deterministic regular string transformation. In Chapter 4, we discuss the results
of evaluating regular string transformation programs and show examples of formal
analysis. Chapter 5 presents the algebraic specification that has been extended to
capture non-deterministic regular string transformation based on rewriting logic.
Finally, a discussion of related work is given in Chapter 6, followed by a discussion




In this chapter, we review at a high level, some preliminaries on rewriting logic, the
rewriting logic engine Maude and the DReX language. More details are available
in the cited references below.
2.1 Rewriting Logic
Rewriting logic is a type of computational logic that generically includes both
logical deduction and concurrent computation [10]. It has been used to provide
a formal explanation of systems, programming languages, and has been used as
a universal framework for language definition using various semantics styles such
as structural operational semantics (SOS), continuation based semantics and re-
duction semantics [11]. Consequently, rewriting logic has proved to be a natural
formalism to define the executable semantics of concurrent system and program-
ming languages [12, 13]. In fact, rewriting logic specifications provide in practice,
a simple way to develop executable formal definitions of languages [14].
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A specification in rewriting logic is a rewrite theory. A rewrite theory R =
(Σ,E,R) consists of (i) the equational theory (Σ,E) that specifies the semantics
of a languages deterministic computations [15], the static aspect of a system
and the distributed states of such system, where Σ is a collection of declarations of
sorts, subsorts, and function symbols, and E specifies the algebraic identities, and
(ii) a set of rewrite rules R that specifies the nondeterministic computations
(concurrent transitions) [15], the dynamic aspect of a system and the rule R
represents the system local transitions. Each rewrite rule in R has the form
(t −→ t′) that can be expressed in terms of algebraic expressions (t and t′ ) written
in the Σ syntax [10] (see Section 2 in [10]). The rewrite theory R = (Σ,E,R),
therefore, represents a concurrent system.
Several reported works [16, 17, 18, 19] present and discuss how to use rewrit-
ing logic and Maude to define and implement executable semantics for several
languages, and how other semantic approaches are represented in rewriting logic
[12]. Interested readers could refer to [10, 12, 20] for more details.
2.2 The Maude System
Maude is a high-performance implementation system supporting both equational
logic and rewriting logic [21, 22, 23]. It is a formal tool environment that sup-
ports executable specifications, formal verification, declarative programming [22],
parallel programming and rapid prototyping [24]. Maude can also be employed as
a semantic framework to formally represent various systems such as distributed
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algorithms, models of concurrency, the semantics of programming languages and
network protocols[21]. Also, Maude feature rich, allowing for example specifica-
tion of equational axioms such associativity and commutativity with identity.
A Maude module defines a precise mathematical model [25] and the essential
unit of specification, which can be either a functional module or a system mod-
ule. A functional module corresponds to a membership equational theory [26].
The following example illustrates a functional module in Maude that defines the
natural number in Peano representation.
fmod NATURAL is
sort Nat .
op 0 : -> Nat [ctor] .
op s : Nat -> Nat [ctor] .
op _+_ : Nat Nat -> Nat [assoc comm id: 0] .
vars M N : Nat .
eq N + 0 = N .
eq N + s(M) = s(N + M) .
endfm
Here, a constant 0 and a successor operation s has been used to construct the
data. Also, the addition operation is defined over the natural number and written
in mixfix syntax and in a recursive way by structural induction on its second
argument [27]. Table 2.1 describes the meaning of different Maude keywords. A
system module defines a rewrite theory R = (Σ,E ∪ B, R, φ) and consists of
sorts, equations, and rules. The following syntax shows the unconditional and
conditional rules that are implemented in a system module.
11
rl [ l ] : t => t′ .
crl [ l ] : t => t′ if C .
The formal specification that implemented in Maude is executable. Therefore,
there are several tools concerned with the analysis of Maude specifications such
as the inductive theorem prover (ITP), the coherence checker tool (CRC), the
Maude termination tool (MTT), etc. These tools are used to perform different
types of formal analysis and verification such as verifying inductive properties of
membership equational specification, simulation, and reachability analysis.
The reduce command, or the abbreviation red can be used to evaluate the
equations in a functional module through the Maude interpreter, and the result
printed with statistics about the execution [21]. Another Maude command that
used to explore the behavior of system modules through the Maude interpreter is
the rewrite command or the abbreviation rew. The rewrite command causes the
specified term to be rewritten using the rules, equations, and membership axioms
in the system module by using the top-down rule-fair strategy [21]. The search
command is another Maude command used to explore the reachable state using
breadth-first strategy. Also, the search command allows us to explore all possible
solutions or impose a limit on the number of solutions because the number of such
solutions could be infinite [21].
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Table 2.1: Table of basic Maude keywords
Maude Keywords Description
sort(s) Used to represent data type or multiple data types.
Sorts are popular term in an algebraic specification com-
munity. Sort syntax in Maude:
sort 〈Sort〉 .
sorts 〈Sort− 1〉 ... 〈Sort− N〉 .
subsort(s) Used to define a subsort relation on sorts. For instance,
0 ∈ N. Subsort syntax in Maude:
subsort 〈Sort− 1〉 < 〈Sort− 2〉 .
subsorts 〈Sort− 1〉 ... 〈Sort− J〉 < ... < 〈Sort− K〉
... 〈Sort− L〉 .
op(s) Used to declare Maude operator(s). The syntax in
Maude:
op 〈OpName〉 : 〈Sort− 1〉 ... 〈Sort− K〉 − >
〈Sort〉 [〈OpAttr〉] .
var(s) Used to define a variable or variables in Maude. Variable
syntax in Maude:
var 〈varName〉 : 〈Sort〉 .
vars 〈varName− 1〉 ... 〈varName− N〉 : 〈Sort〉 .
eq Used to declare unconditional equations. Equation syn-
tax in Maude:
eq 〈Term− 1〉 = 〈Term− 2〉 [〈EqAttr〉] .
ceq Used to declare conditional equations. Conditional
equation syntax in Maude:
ceq 〈Term− 1〉 = 〈Term− 2〉if 〈EqCondition− 1〉 /\ ... /\
〈EqCondition− N〉 [〈CeqAttr〉] .
rl Used to declare unconditional rewrite rules. Rewrite
rule syntax in Maude:
rl [〈Label〉] : 〈Term− 1〉 => 〈Term− 2〉 [〈RuleAttr〉] .
crl Used to declare conditional rewrite rules. Conditional
rewrite rule syntax in Maude:
crl [〈Label〉] : 〈Term− 1〉 => 〈Term− 2〉 if
〈EqCondition− 1〉 /\ ... /\ 〈EqCondition− N〉 [〈CrlAttr〉] .
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2.2.1 Inductive Theorem Prover (ITP Tool)
Recently, various inductive theorem provers have been developed such as the
Maude ITP, Coq and HOL. Inductive Theorem Proving is one of the most success-
ful verification approaches for proving complex properties of software algorithms.
The ITP tool [21, 27, 28, 29] is an experimental inductive theorem prover
written entirely in Maude. It has been used to prove inductive properties of
membership equational specification such as associativity, commutativity, etc.
The ITP tool implements a sound inference system for proving properties of
Maude functional modules [27]. Therefore, the ITP tool has been used in this
thesis to perform formal analysis and verification of the algebraic specification.
2.2.2 Reachability Analysis
Reachability is a fundamental problem that appears in several different contexts
such as concurrent systems, finite-state machine and program analysis. In general,
reachability problem is a decision on whether a certain computation system state
is reachable based on its initial state and set of rules or transformation.
Maude is capable of performing reachability analysis by providing a variety of
model checking and search commands to analyze and explore all possible behaviors
using breadth-first strategy [21]. Maude allows for the specification of the number
of rewrite steps, or satisfaction of other conditions which can be reached in a non-
deterministic manner from the initial state [30].
The Maude search command has been used to perform reachability analysis by
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finding states that are reachable from the initial state which matches the search
pattern and satisfies the search condition. The search command has the following
syntax (See Section 6.4.3 in [21] for more details).
search 〈Term− 1〉 〈 SerachArrow〉 〈Term− 2〉 such that 〈Conditon〉 .
where,
 〈Term− 1〉 is the initial state (starting term).
 〈SerachArrow〉 is an arrow indicating the form of the rewriting proof from
〈Term− 1〉 to 〈Term− 2〉.
 〈Term− 2〉 is the pattern that has to be reached.
 〈Conditon〉 is an optional property that has to be satisfied by the reached
state.
2.3 Overview of DReX
DReX [1] is a domain-specific language for string transformations. DReX is an
extended work of [4] where Alur et al [4] proposed a group of combinators that
capture regular string transformations. Moreover, these combinators are analogs
to regular expression operations: concatenation (R1.R2), union (R1 + R2) and
Kleene Closure (R∗) where R,R1, and R2 are regular expressions. However, the
primary focus of [1] was the complexity of evaluating the output of a DReX
program on a given input string by developing an efficient evaluation algorithm.
DReX has the following characteristics:
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(i) Strong theoretical foundations. The class of functions expressible using
DReX coincides with the class of regular string transformations. There
are several equivalent characterizations, such as streaming string transduc-
ers, two-way finite state transducers, and graph transformations in monadic
second-order logic.
(ii) Fast. There is a streaming one-pass algorithm to evaluate DReX programs.
(iii) Declarative. Transformations are modular, and small easy-to-understand
transformers can be combined into more complicated ones.
(iv) Safe. It is possible to mechanically answer audit questions like, does this
transformer ever emit an un-escaped backslash character? Equivalence and
precondition computation are decidable.
The regular string transformation combinators that are supported by DReX
are discussed in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: DReX Combinators
DReX Combinator Objective
Base combinator (ϕ 7−→ d)(σ)
The main objective of this combinator is to map
any character ”σ” that satisfies the predicate ϕ
to string d(σ).
Split combinator split(f, g)(σ)
Unambiguously split string σ into two parts
(σ1,σ2) then apply f over (σ1) and g on (σ2).
The result will be the concatenation of the out-
puts that are obtained from f and g, respec-
tively.
Conditional combinator (f else g)(σ)
First, tries to apply f(σ) if it is possible other-
wise g will apply on σ.
Combine combinator combine(f, g)(σ)
Is used to concatenate the output that is ob-
tained from f(σ) and g(σ).
Iterate combinator iterate(f)(σ)
Unambiguously splits string σ into multiple
parts (σ1σ2...σn). Subsequently,f will apply on
each part. The final result will be the concate-
nation of the outputs that is obtained from eval-
uating f on each part.
2.3.1 Consistent DReX
Consistent DReX captures a restricted class of string transformations that assume
unambiguous splits the input string (σ) into two or multiple parts using split and
iterate combinator, respectively. The main purpose of this class is to provide an
efficient evaluation algorithm by defining some consistency rules that restrict each
operator. For instance, the split combinator can be used if the input string σ
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can be uniquely divided into two parts σ = σ1σ2. So, in case the input string
cannot be split, or if multiple viable splits exist, then the obtained result will be
undefined (⊥).
Also, the consistency rules that have been used by consistent DReX match
the concept of consistent unambiguous regular expressions (see Section 2.3 in [1]).
These rules have been used to guarantee that the input string has a unique parse
tree (σ does not have multiple viable splits).
The natural approach to evaluating string transformation program involves
dynamic programming (DP) algorithms whereas the complexity of dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm is cubic in size of the input string (σ) [1]. The DP algorithm
has been used to handle all unrestricted DReX programs (see Section 4 in [1])
by evaluate each sub-program on each substring of the input that has cubic time
complexity in the length of the input string, and does not scale to strings longer
than approximately a thousand characters. The algorithm mimics the semantics
of DReX by computing out(f ,σ, i, j) which represents the output of f on a por-
tion of the input string σ [σ[i, j]]. The denotational semantic of consistent DReX
proposed by Alur et al. in [1] can be found in Figure 2.1.
Moreover, the single pass algorithm has been used to evaluate consistent DReX
program. This algorithm read the input string σ in a single left-to-right pass [1].
The complexity of this algorithm is linear in size of σ and polynomial in the size
of the program.
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OUT (bottom,σ, i, j) = ⊥
OUT (ϕ 7−→ d,σ, i, j) =
d(σi) if i + 1 = j, and ϕ(σi) is true, and⊥ otherwise.
OUT (ε 7−→ d,σ, i, j) =
d if σ[i, j] = ε, and⊥ otherwise.
OUT (split(f1, f2),σ, i, j) =

τ1τ2 if ∃!k such that i ≤ k ≤ j, and where
τ1 = OUT (f1,σ, i, k) 6= ⊥, and
τ2 = OUT (f2,σ, k, j) 6= ⊥, and
⊥ otherwise.
OUT (f1 else f2,σ, i, j) =
OUT (f1,σ, i, j) if OUT (f1,σ, i, j) 6= ⊥, andOUT (f2,σ, i, j) otherwise.
OUT (combine(f1, f2),σ, i, j) = OUT (f1,σ, i, j)OUT (f2,σ, i, j)
OUT (iterate(f),σ, i, j) =

ε if i = j and OUT (f ,σ, 0, 0) = ⊥,
τ1τ2 otherwise if ∃!k such that i ≤ k ≤ j, and
τ1 = OUT (iterate(f),σ, i, k) 6= ⊥, and
τ2 = OUT (f ,σ, k, j) 6= ⊥, and
⊥ otherwise.
Figure 2.1: The denotational semantics of consistent DReX [1]
2.3.2 Inconsistent (Unrestricted) DReX
The consistent DReX is not the only way to represent regular string transfor-
mations. In fact, consistent DReX is a subset of regular string transformations
that capture deterministic regular string transformations, for instance, the input
string (σ) can be split uniquely into two parts (σ = σ1σ2). Moreover, the regular






This chapter presents the core of our formal algebraic specifications implemented
in Maude. We used the denotational semantics of DReX to develop algebraic se-
mantics that captures deterministic regular string transformations using Maude.
The proposed specification is executable which allows us to perform different types
of formal analysis such as simulation and verify inductive properties of the equa-
tional specification.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 discusses the abstract syntax
and informal semantics of DReX where we discuss each syntactic category in
details with some examples. In section 3.2, we present the algebraic semantics of
deterministic regular string transformations followed by a detailed description of
each equation. After that, the formal specification of deterministic regular string
transformations implemented in Maude will be discussed in Section 3.3.
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3.1 Abstract Syntax and Informal Semantics
DReX combinators describe how to capture and perform regular string transfor-
mations. The abstract syntax of DReX is shown in Figure 3.1 which consist of
four syntactic categories and we will discuss each category in this section.
f ∈ Single− character function.
D ∈ Σ.
σ ∈ String.





s ∈ StringExrpession :== σ | ⊥
| apply(e,σ, i, j)
Figure 3.1: Syntax of DReX
A single-character function, f , represents any regular function which is
used perform a regular string transformations process. These functions map the
input data strings to output data strings, where Σ describes the domain of these
functions. Moreover, one character will be processed at a time where the recursion
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method has been used to tackle the issue of |σ| > 1.
String, σ, represents the input parameter of a single character function where
σ ∈ Σ.
Function Expression, e, can be one of the following seven expressions:
 f , represents any single character function that maps an input string into
an output string (Σ 7−→ Γ) where input and output strings are represented
by Σ and Γ, respectively.
 εd, is a base combinator that maps empty string (ε) to the output d.
 ⊥, is a base combinator that describes an undefined or error result for all
input strings.
 Split combinator, split(e, e), is a DReX combinator that takes two argu-
ments. Each argument could be any function expression that belong to our
abstract syntax. The split combinator is used to split unambiguously the
input string σ into two parts (σ1,σ2), then the first expression will apply
on σ1 and the second expression will apply on σ2. The final output is the
concatenation of results obtained from the first and second expressions, re-
spectively.
 Conditional combinator, condition(e, e), is a DReX combinator that takes
two arguments. Each argument could be any function expression that be-
longs to our abstract syntax. The first expression tries to evaluate the input
string σ. If it fails, then the second expression will execute to evaluate σ.
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 Combine combinator, combine(e, e), is a DReX combinator that takes two
arguments, each argument could be any function expression that belong
to our abstract syntax. Combine combinator used to concatenate the two
output strings that is obtained from applying each expression on σ.
 Iterate combinator, iterate(f), is a DReX combinator that takes one argu-
ments which can be any function expression that belongs to our abstract
syntax. Iterate combinator used to split unambiguously the input string σ
in multiple chunks (σ1σ2...σn) and outputs the concatenation of applying e
on each of such chunk.
Finally, String expression,s, can be either: (1) the input string (σ), (2)
the error expression (⊥), which represents an error or undefined state when
σ 6∈ Σ; or (3) the apply expression (apply(e,σ, i, j)); which represent the
evaluation process of applying e on substring σ[i, j]. i and j are string
indices, i is the begin index and j is the end index. This corresponds to the
OUT function in the denotational semantics.
3.1.1 Small Examples
We now list a few examples of DReX expressions:
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Table 3.1: Single-Character Function
RST Function (f) Domain (Σ) Codomain (Γ) Description










Table 3.2: Function Expression
Function Expression (e) Representation & Description
condition(e,e) condition(Caesar Encryption, Caesar Decryption)
Caesar Encryption will apply if it is possible otherwise
Caesar Decryption will apply.
iterate(e) iterate(UpperCase)
Upper-Case function will apply multiple times.
Table 3.3: String Expression
String Expression (s) Representation & Description
apply(e,σ,i,j) apply(split(Caesar Encryption, Caesar
Decryption),"ABCDXY",1,4)
This syntax form will take the portion string (substring)
from 1 to 4 (σ[1, 4]) then it will find a unique split
position where you can apply Caesar Encryption on
the first part and then apply Caesar Decryption on
the second part. After that, concatenates the obtained
result.
apply(e,σ,i,j) apply(combine(Caesar Encryption, Caesar
Decryption),"ABCZZAX",3,6)
This syntax form will take the substring (σ[3, 6]) and
apply Caesar Encryption, Caesar Decryption on σ[3, 6],
respectively. Then, concatenates the obtained result.
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3.2 Algebraic Semantics of DReX
An algebraic semantics is a formal method based on abstract algebra used to
describe program semantics. In this thesis, algebraic semantics has been used
to describe the deterministic regular string transformation process and perform
formal analysis.
The equational theory that defines the algebraic semantics consists of signature
and equation (Σ,E). Furthermore, to be able to define the algebraic semantics
first we need to define sorts that represent data types. The main sorts in our
specification are (i) string sort to represent string, (ii) function sort to represent
regular string functions, and (iii) expression sort to represent the string combi-
nators. Beside that, we define a set of operator that represent function. Each
combinator in DReX maps to operator of sort combinator. Also, we are able
to build a larger expression by combining those operator together. Moreover,
we have a set of equations to present the behavior of our algebraic semantics of
deterministic regular string transformations.
An algebraic semantics of DReX shown in Figure 3.2, the description of each
equation can be found in Table 3.4 and the behavior of each combinator illustrated
using flowchart in Figures 3.3-3.6. The whole definition is available in Appendix
A.
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apply(⊥,σ, i, j) = ⊥ (BOTTOM)
apply(εd,σ, i, j) =

d if σ = εd,
⊥ otherwise.
(EPSILON)
apply(f ,σ, i, j) =

f(σij) if σij = D(f)
⊥ otherwise.
(BASE)
apply(condition(e1, e2),σ, i, j) =

⊥ if σij 6∈ D(condition(e1, e2))
σ1 ifσ1 = apply(e1,σ, i, j) 6=⊥
apply(e2,σ, i, j) otherwise
(CONDITIONAL)
apply(combine(e1, e2),σ, i, j) =

σ1 + σ2 if σ1 = apply(e1,σ, i, j) 6=⊥ and
σ2 = apply(e2,σ, i, j) 6=⊥,
⊥ otherwise
(COMBINE)
apply(iterate(e),σ, i, j) =

⊥ if σij 6∈ D(iterate(e)) or
|splits(σij , iterate(e), e)| 6= 1,
σ1 + σ2 otherwise,where :
[k] = splits(σij , iterate(e), e)
σ1 = apply(iterate(e),σ, 0, k)
σ2 = apply(e,σ, k, |σij |)
(ITERATE)
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apply(split(e1, e2),σ, i, j) =

⊥ if σij 6∈ D(split(e1, e2)) or
|splits(σij , e1, e2)| 6= 1,
σ1 + σ2 otherwise,where :
[k] = splits(σij , e1, e2)
& σ1 = apply(e1,σ, 0, k)
& σ2 = apply(e1,σ, k, |σij |)
(SPLIT)
splits(σ, e1, e2) = splitsPosition(σ, 0, e1, e2) (SPLITS)
splitsPosition(σ, k, e1, e2) =

[] if k > |σ|
L if σ1 ∈ D(e1) ∧ σ2 ∈ D(e2),
and where :
σ1 = σ[0, k + 1], and
σ2 = σ[k + 1, |σ|], and
L = [k] + + splitsPosition(σ, k + 1, e1, e2)
splitsPosition(σ, k + 1, e1, e2) otherwise.
(splitsPosition)
Figure 3.2: Algebraic Semantics of DReX
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Table 3.4: Algebraic Semantics of DReX description
Label Description
BOTTOM apply(⊥,σ, i, j)
Undefined or error for all input strings.
EPSILON apply(εd,σ, i, j)
Map the input string σij to constant d [ε −→ d] if the
input string is ε otherwise undefined.
BASE apply(f,σ, i, j)
This semantic describe applying f on the portion string
σij iff the input string belong to the domain of f other-
wise the obtained result will be error.
SPLIT apply(split(e1, e2),σ, i, j)
Here we have two cases that represent the obtained out-
put. The first case describe the error in case of the
portion input string 6∈ domain of split(e1, e2) or there
are multiple split. The second case will apply if there
exists a unique split σij = σ1σ2 then concatenate the
obtained result iff both e1 and e2 are defined.
CONDITIONAL apply(condition(e1, e2),σ, i, j)
The error will be the output in case of the input sub-
string σij 6∈ domain condition(e1, e2). If the first case
doesn’t match, then the first expression e1 will apply on
σij, and if this fails, applies e2.
COMBINE apply(combine(e1, e2),σ, i, j)
Combine semantic is similar to the union operator
of regular expression. If both apply(e1,σ, i, j) and
apply(e2,σ, i, j) are defined then concatenate the ob-
tained result from e1 and e2, respectively. However,
if either expression is undefined for the input σij then
apply(combine(e1, e2),σ, i, j) is undefined as well.
ITERATE apply(iterate(e),σ, i, j)
This semantic is a counterpart of Kleene Closure-* of
regular expression. If the input string σij 6∈ domain
iterate(e) or it can not be split or if multiple viable splits
then apply(iterate(e),σ, i, j) is undefined. Otherwise,
iterate(e) will apply on the input string σij.
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Figure 3.3: Combine Combinator Flowchart
Figure 3.4: Conditional Combinator Flowchart
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Figure 3.5: Iterate Combinator Flowchart
Figure 3.6: Split Combinator Flowchart
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3.3 Formal Specification of Deterministic Regu-
lar String Transformations in Maude
In our research, Maude has been used to develop our framework due its ability to
produce executable specification for diverse logics, theorem provers and models of
computation [31]. Also, Maude has previously been effectively used in numerous
applications and in software engineering tools [32].
3.3.1 Regular Expressions in Maude
Language is a set of string and we utilize regular expression in this work due its
ability to describe languages and it is an algebraic way to define patterns.
In our research, we utilize regular expressions by adapting Sen and Rosu’s
algebraic specification of extended regular expressions (ERE’s) with a simplified
axiomatization of regular expressions using subsorting [33] to simulate regular
string transformations combinator behaviors as proposed by Alur et al. in [1].
In addition, regular expression has been used to define expression e domains and
verify membership of input strings in them [σ ∈ D(e)]. The following RE module
represents regular expression operations (.,+,*) using Maude.
fmod RE is
*** NeeRe: A regular expression that
*** is neither empty nor epsilon
sorts Event NeeRe Re .
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subsort Event < NeeRe < Re .
*** the singlton language containing only epsilon
op epsilon : -> Re .
*** the empty language
op empty : -> Re .
*** Alternation (the union of two regular languages)
op _+_ : Re Re -> Re [assoc comm id: empty prec 60] .
op _+_ : NeeRe Re -> NeeRe [ditto] .
*** Concatenation
op __ : Re Re -> Re [assoc id: epsilon prec 50] .
op __ : NeeRe NeeRe -> NeeRe [ditto] .
*** Kleene star
op (_*) : Re -> Re [prec 40] .
op (_*) : NeeRe -> NeeRe [ditto] .
endfm
The above Maude specification illustrates the regular expression (RE) module.
Three sorts (types) have been defined to represent RE (Event, Re, NeeRe). The
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RE’s define languages inductively by applying concatenation (.), union (+) and
Kleene Closure (*). To capture these operations, we define eight operations to
describe RE operations as shows in RE module. Also, the result of applying RE
operations will be RE.
Therefore, for an alphabet (Σ), RE over Σ is defined as follows:
RE ::= ε | φ | Re Re | NeeRe NeeRe | Re + Re | NeeRe + NeeRe | (Re)∗ | (NeeRe)∗.
The ditto attribute can be given to an operator for which another subsort-
overloaded instance has already appeared, either in the same module or in a
submodule. Furthermore, it is forbidden to use ditto on the first declared instance
of an operator, since this is nonsensical [21].
3.3.2 From String to Regular Expression
In this research, we focus on regular string transformations where the domain of f
or e is a string. Therefore, in order to verify the input string (σ ∈ Domain(e)) we
are converting the string domain to a regular expression. We demonstrate how to
convert the string (function domain) to a regular expressions using the following
operator in Maude:
op ev : String ∼> Re .
op ev : Char − > Re .
Moreover, the following example illustrates how to convert string domain
(Σ) to a regular expression using Maude syntax. For instance, let assume that
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we have a regular string transformations function f that defined over the set
{”A”,”B”} (f : Σ = {”A”, ”B”}), the new form of Σ represented in Maude is
Σ = {ev(”A”)ev(”B”)}.
3.3.3 Membership Verification in Maude
In this section, we will demonstrate how to verify the input string (σ) to ensure it
is valid (σ ∈ Domain) using a membership operator implemented in Maude. The
membership operator will return true or false for the valid and invalid input string
(σ), respectively. The following Maude specification show the representation of
membership operator.
--- Membership operation
op _in_ : Re Re -> Bool [prec 80] .
The membership operator is defined inductively on the structure of a regular
expression, which is constructed using concatenation, union and Kleene-* oper-
ations of regular expression. The algebraic specification that used to solve the
membership problem for regular expressions represented in Maude syntax can be
found in Appendix A.
This algebraic specification consists of a set of equations and conditional equa-
tions which used to verify the membership in the regular expression, a heavy
adaptation of Sen and Rosu’s algebraic specification [33]. The Interested reader
could refer to [33] for more details.
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3.3.4 Regular String Function Representation
In this section, we will show how to define a regular string function using Maude
syntax based on our specification where the regular string function consist of (i)
name, (ii) domain, and (iii) behavior. The following syntax form show how to
specify regular string function f in Maude based on our specification.
--- A function as a pair of a name and a domain
op (_,_) : String Re -> Function .
--- The domain of a function
op domain : Function -> Re .
--- An interface for a function’s behavior
op applyFunction : String String -> String .
The following example shows a single character function that developed in
our specification to represent a Caesar Encryption. In this particular example,
Σ = {”A”, ”B”, ”C”, ”D”} (function domain) and the conditional equation (ap-
plyFunction) specify the formal behavior of Caesar Encryption .
op CaesarEncryption : -> Function .
eq CaesarEncryption = ("CaesarEncryption", (ev("A") + ev ("B")
+ ev("C") + ev("D"))) .
ceq applyFunction("CaesarEncryption",S) =
if (Len == 0) then
""
else( if Len == 1 then
char(ascii(S) + 3)
else
char(ascii(substr(S,0,1)) + 3) +
applyFunction("CaesarEncryption",substr(S,1,Len))
fi) fi if Len := length(S) .
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3.3.5 Split Position Algorithm
The split and iterate combinators proposed in [1] need to verify and ensure that
the input string could be unambiguously split into two parts in case of the
split combinator or into multiple parts in order to use the iterate combinator.
In order to use these two combinators in our specification we proposed split
position algorithm 1 to determine valid split positions. This algorithm will return
a list of valid indices if they exists.
Consistent DReX [1] deals with a list that have one item (position) to apply the
split and iterate combinators (unique split) otherwise DReX failed to evaluate the
input string. However, we are able to tackle this constraint by extending DReX
where we developed NDREX using rewriting rule to capture non-deterministic
regular string transformation where the split position algorithm 1 return a list
that contains more than one valid index.
The algebraic specification of the split position algorithm in Maude could be
found in Appendix A.
The main objective of this algorithm is to find all indices representing valid
splits, where f and g represent regular string functions, the input string rep-
resented using σ, i and j represent string indices, and ks represent a list that
contains all valid indices. First, we verify i and j over sigma using chkIndex
function that returns either true or false, in the case of false we are not able
to use this algorithm an we end up with an error. Otherwise, we will find all
the valid indices using a loop statement wherein each iteration we split the input
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Algorithm 1: Split Position algorithm for finding all indices representing
valid splits
Input : f , g, σ, i, j
Output: The list of all indices representing valid splits or error
1 if checkindex(σ, i, j) = false then
2 error
3 else
4 Let k ←− i ; ks ←− []
while (k ≤ j) do
5 Let s1 ←− substring(σ, i, k)
6 Let s2 ←− substring(σ, k + 1, j)
7 if s1 ∈ domain(f) and s2 ∈ domain(g)
8 ks ←− ks + + [k]




string σ into two parts s1 and s2 and verify s1 ∈ domain(f) and s2 ∈ domain(g),
if the two conditions are correct we add this valid position represented in k to the
list, otherwise we move the k to next position and repeat the process until k ≤ j.
3.3.6 Deterministic Regular String Transformation Mod-
ules
Maude has been used to develop deterministic regular string transformations mod-
ules. There are 14 modules implemented in our specification to capture determin-
istic regular string transformations based on the denotational semantics of DReX
[1].
Table 3.5 shows the implemented modules that has been used in our specifica-
tion along with a brief description of each. The Maude definition of each module
could be found in Appendix A.
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Once the definition is complete and saved in a ”.maude”, say drex.maude, the
next step is to compile the desired file. This is done with the load command:
load drex.maude .
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Table 3.5: Deterministic Regular String Transformation Modules in Maude.
Module Name Description
Core modules The core semantics modules specify the semantics of reg-
ular string transformation. Each module represents dif-
ferent task.
RE An adaptation of Sen and Rosu’s algebraic specification
[33] of Extended Regular Expression’s (ERE’s) with a
simplified axiomatization of regular expressions (RE) us-
ing subsorting.
SYMPLIFY RE Equational simplification of RE, a heavy adaptation of
Sen and Rosu’s specification [33].
RE MEMBERSHIP Membership in RE’s, a heavy adaptation of Sen and
Rosu’s specification [33].
POS-LIST Provides a list that contains all possible split positions.
FUNCTION An abstract representation of a regular transformation
function.
FUNCTION AUX Auxiliary operators used to (i) converts a string to a
regular expression, (ii) check membership of a string in
the domain of a function, and (iii) check that the indices
I and J are valid w.r.t. the given string.
DREX-SYNTAX Represent the syntax of DReX: (i) base combinators,
and (ii) main combinators.
SEM-INTERFACE The semantics interface that need to be defined for all
combinators.
BASE-SEMANTICS Semantics of the base combinators.
COMBINE-SEMANTICS Semantics of the combine combinator to evaluate
apply(cobmine(e, e),σ, i, j)
COND-SEMANTICS Semantics of the conditional combinator to evaluate
apply(condition(e, e),σ, i, j)
ITER-SEMANTICS Semantics of the iterate combinator to evaluate
apply(iterate(e),σ, i, j)
SPLIT-SEMANTICS Semantics of the split combinator to evaluate
apply(split(e, e),σ, i, j)
DREX-SEMANTICS Represent an interface to access our regular string trans-
formation specifications.
3.3.7 Algebraic Specification of Combine Combinator
In this part, we are discussing the algebraic specification of combine combinator
in Maude. As we mentioned earlier, this combinator used to concatenate the
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obtained result from f(σ) and g(σ). The following functional module represents
an algebraic specification of the combine combinator in Maude.
fmod COMBINE-SEMANTICS is
inc SEM-INTERFACE .
vars I J : Nat .
vars E1 E2 : Expr .
vars S SE1 SE2 : String .
*** The domain of combine (assumes consistent DReX!)
ceq domain(combine(E1,E2))
= domain(E1) if domain(E1) == domain(E2) .
*** Semantics of combine
ceq apply(combine(E1,E2),S,I,J) = SE1 + SE2
if domain(combine(E1,E2)) :: Re
/\ SE1 := apply(E1,S,I,J)
/\ SE2 := apply(E2,S,I,J) .
endfm
We are importing a module SEM-INTERFACE into COMBINE-SEMANTICS using inc
(include) Maude keyword, declare seven variables of types Nat (Natural Number),
Expr (Function-Expression), and string using vars (variables) Maude keyword.
Also, we define two conditional equations using ceq Maude keyword to capture
the combine combinator behavior. The first conditional equation represents the
domain of combine. The second one describes the combine combinator behavior
which verifies the domain by reducing the combine(E1,E2) to its canonical form
and checking that it is equal to Re using membership operator (::), then we use
the matching equations of the form (t := t′) in this conditional equation to match
the obtained result of evaluating E1(σij) and E2(σij) to the string.
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3.3.8 Algebraic Specification of Split Combinator
Another regular string transformations implemented algebraically in Maude which
used to evaluate e1(σ1) and e2(σ2) if there exists a unique split σij = σ1σ2 as
discussed earlier is the split combinator. The following SPLIT-SEMANTICS module





vars S S1 S2 S’ : String .
vars E1 E2 : Expr .
vars BinD1 BinD2 : Bool .
vars K I J : Nat .
vars L1 L2 : List .
*** Domain of a split expression
eq domain(split(E1,E2)) = domain(E1) domain(E2) .
*** Semantics of split
ceq apply(split(E1,E2),S,I,J) = S1 + S2
if chkIndex(S,I,J)
/\ S’ := substr(S,I, sd(J, I))
/\ K := splits(S’,E1,E2)
/\ S1 := apply(E1, S’, 0, K + 1)
/\ S2 := apply(E2, S’, K + 1, length(S’)) .
*** The split position(s) in
*** a string given two expressions
op splits : String Expr Expr -> Nat .
eq splits(S, E1, E2) = splitsPosition(S, 0, E1, E2) .
*** a helper function for the
*** split position(s) algorithm
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op splitsPosition : String Nat Expr Expr -> List .
ceq splitsPosition(S,K,E1,E2) = mt if K > length(S) .
ceq splitsPosition(S,K,E1,E2)
= if BinD1 and BinD2 then
K, splitsPosition(S, K + 1,E1, E2)
else
splitsPosition(S, K + 1, E1, E2) fi
if K <= length(S)
/\ BinD1 := chkDomain(E1,substr(S,0,K + 1))
/\ BinD2 := chkDomain(E2,substr(S,K + 1,length(S))) .
endfm
We are importing SEM-INTERFACE and POS-LIST into COMBINE-SEMANTICS us-
ing inc (include) and pr (protecting) Maude keywords. Declaring a set of vari-
ables of type String, Expr (Function-Expression), Bool (boolean), Nat (Natural
Number), and List represents the correct split positions. The domain of this com-
binator is the concatenation of both D(e1) and D(e2) that presented algebraically
by defining an equation using eq Maude keyword. The semantics of split com-
binator implemented using conditional equation. In this equation, we are using
the matching equations to evaluate the right-hand side expression and reduce to
its canonical form and checking that matches the left-hand side term. Another
two conditional equations splits and splitsPosition used in the split semantics as
a helper functions to find valid split positions and return it as a list of natural
number. In this specification, if the list contains more than one valid position
the matching equation will fail because of k defined as Nat which can’t handle
multi-values.
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3.3.9 Validation of The Semantics
In this section, we checked the validation of our semantics through a test suite us-
ing a bunch examples. Theses cases are small, straightforward and their objective
is to figure out and identify the semantics problems. Moreover, these examples are
designed in a way that each of them essentially cover a certain aspect of DReX.
Hence, this test suite allowed us to perform a proper modification to fix these
bugs and were run using Maude interpreter.
In the beginning, we observed unexpected behavior from the specification
which indicates that our specification required more revision and investigation
to a obtain correct result. Therefore, we performed the required modification and
all these examples passed this test.
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CHAPTER 4
FORMAL ANALYSIS OF DREX
EXPRESSIONS
In this chapter, we show the results obtained through the execution of revised al-
gebraic semantics of DReX on different sample programs of deterministic regular
string transformations using Maude rewriting logic engine. In addition, we did for-
mal analysis to verify and emphasize the correctness of our proposed specification
using the inductive theorem prover tool.
4.1 Simple Expression Examples
In this section, we show the result of executing single-character and function ex-
pressions using Maude interpreter based on the algebraic specifications of regular
string transformations.
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4.1.1 Single Character Function Expression
Example 4.1.1.1 The following example shows the result of executing Caesar
Encryption function. The string transformation will be [”BC” 7−→ ”EF”].
Maude > red apply(CaesarEncryption ,"ABCDEFG" ,1,3) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(CaesarEncryption , "
ABCDEFG", 1, 3) .
rewrites: 100 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result String: "EF"
Example 4.1.1.2 This example shows the result of executing Caesar Decryp-
tion function. In this case, the string transformation will be [”XG” 7−→ ⊥] due
to invalid input character X 6∈ Σ. The algebraic specification tried to evaluate
the input string (σ) and reduce it to the canonical form. However, since the input
string (σ) does not belong to the domain of the function, the algebraic specifica-
tion failed to reduce it and produced an error. The error is represented by a term
that does not have a sort but is of the kind ([String]) as shown in the following
example.
Maude > red apply(CaesarDecryption ,"ABXGRL" ,2,4) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(CaesarDecryption , "ABXGRL
", 2, 4) .
rewrites: 57 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result [String ]: apply("CaesarDecryption",(ev("D") + ev
("E") + ev("F") + ev(
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"G")) *, "ABXGRL", 2, 4)
Example 4.1.1.3 Another example of single character function that convert
lower case character to upper case [”a” 7−→ ”A”] would be evaluated by executing
the Upper Case function.
Maude > red apply(UpperCase ,"a" ,0,1) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(UpperCase , "a", 0, 1) .
rewrites: 58 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result Char: "A"
Example 4.1.1.4 In this example, we will execute the lower Case2 function
to convert the upper case characters to lower case. The transformation result is
[”BC” 7−→ ⊥] because the input character (σ = ”BC”) is invalid σ 6∈ Σ.
Maude > red apply(LowerCase2 ,"AaBCDBBXR" ,2,4) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(LowerCase2 , "AaBCDBBXR",
2, 4) .
rewrites: 56 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result [String ]: apply("ConvertToLower2",(ev("A") + ev("
B") + ev("C") + ev(
"D")), "AaBCDBBXR", 2, 4)
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4.1.2 Function Expression Examples
Example 4.1.2.1 In this example, the combine combinator would be used to
apply both the Caesar Encryption and the Lower Case functions on a portion of
the input string and subsequently concatenate the obtained results.
Maude > red apply(combine(CaesarEncryption ,LowerCase),"
ABCByz" ,1,4) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(combine(CaesarEncryption ,
LowerCase), "ABCByz",
1, 4) .
rewrites: 286 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result String: "EFEbcb"
Example 4.1.2.2 In this case, the condition combinator would try to apply
Caesar Decryption first, if the obtained result gives ⊥ then the condition combi-
nator will execute the Lower Case and display the obtained result.
Maude > red apply(conditional(CaesarDecryption ,LowerCase
),"ABCByz" ,1,4) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(conditional(
CaesarDecryption , LowerCase),
"ABCByz", 1, 4) .
rewrites: 301 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result String: "bcb"
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Example 4.1.2.3 In this case, the condition combinator produce an error (⊥)
after checking the indices value. This happens because our designed framework
detected that the j index value is out of bound.
Maude > red apply(conditional(CaesarDecryption ,LowerCase)
,"ABCByz" ,0,8) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(conditional(
CaesarDecryption , LowerCase),
"ABCByz", 0, 8) .
rewrites: 66 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result [String ]: apply(conditional("CaesarDecryption" ,(
ev("D") + ev("E") + ev("F") + ev("G")) *, "
ConvertToLower",(ev("A") + ev("B") + ev("C") + ev("D"
))*), "ABCByz", 0, 8)
The algebraic specification tried to evaluate the input string (σ) and reduce it
to the canonical form. However, since the input string (σ) does not belong to the
domain of the function, the algebraic specification failed and produced an error.
The error is represented by a term that does not have a sort but is of the kind
([String]) as shown in the above example.
Example 4.1.2.4 The obtained result in example 4.1.4 was ⊥ because the
input string does not belong to the domain of the Lower Case2. In this example,
we will use the iterate combinator with the Lower Case2 function which converts
the domain from [Σ 7−→ Σ∗]. So, the transformation result is [BC 7−→ bc].
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Maude > red apply(iterate(LowerCase),"AaBCDBBXR" ,2,4) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(iterate(LowerCase), "
AaBCDBBXR", 2, 4) .
rewrites: 185 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result String: "bc"
Example 4.1.2.5 In this example, the split combinator would be used to
execute the Caesar Encryption and the Caesar Decryption functions on substring
(”ABF”). The input string can be split uniquely into two parts where σ1 =
”AB” and σ2 = ”F”. The obtained result is a concatenation of executing the
Caesar Encryption on σ1 and executing the Caesar Decryption on σ2.
Maude > red apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,CaesarDecryption
),"ABFG" ,0,3) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,
CaesarDecryption),
"ABFG", 0, 3) .
rewrites: 562 in 4ms cpu (1ms real) (140500 rewrites/
second)
result String: "DEC"
Example 4.1.2.6 In this example, the obtained result of applying the split
combinator is ⊥ because the input string can be split into multiple chunks. For
instance, σ1 = ”B” and σ2 = ”CD”, or σ1 = ”BC” and σ2 = ”D”.
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Maude > red apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,LowerCase),"
ABCDCCC" ,1,4) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,
LowerCase), "ABCDCCC",
1, 4) .
rewrites: 397 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result [String ]: apply(split("CaesarEncryption",(ev("A")
+ ev("B") + ev("C") +
ev("D")) *, "ConvertToLower" ,(ev("A") + ev("B") + ev("C"
) + ev("D")) *),
"ABCDCCC", 1, 4)
4.2 Larger Expression Examples
Here, we show the result of executing nested expressions and a case study inspired
by [1] using Maude interpreter based on the algebraic specifications of regular
string transformations.
4.2.1 Nested Expression Examples
In the following examples, we used nested combinator to verify and check our
semantics. Each example describe different nested combinators and show the
obtained results.
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Example 4.2.1.1 This example illustrates the obtained result of applying
the nested conditional combinator over the input string (σ = ”ABC”). The first
argument fails to evaluate σ. Therefore, the second argument has been used to
evaluate σ and display the output.
Maude > red apply(conditional(combine(CaesarEncryption ,
CaesarDecryption),combine(LowerCase ,LowerCase)),"ABCD
" ,0,3) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(conditional(combine(
CaesarEncryption ,
CaesarDecryption), combine(LowerCase , LowerCase)), "ABCD
", 0, 3) .
rewrites: 308 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result String: "abcabc"
Example 4.2.1.2 This example illustrates the error (⊥) case. First and sec-
ond argument try to evaluate the input string because the nested conditional
combinator has been used. However, both of them fails and as a result ⊥ output
was obtained.
Maude > red apply(conditional(combine(CaesarEncryption ,
CaesarDecryption),combine(LowerCase ,UpperCase)),"
ADDFD" ,1,2) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(conditional(combine(
CaesarEncryption ,
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CaesarDecryption), combine(LowerCase , UpperCase)), "
ADDFD", 1, 2) .
rewrites: 51 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result [String ]: apply(conditional(combine("
CaesarEncryption",(ev("A") + ev(
"B") + ev("C") + ev("D")) *, "CaesarDecryption" ,(ev("D")
+ ev("E") + ev(
"F") + ev("G")) *), combine("ConvertToLower" ,(ev("A") +
ev("B") + ev("C") +
ev("D")) *, "ConvertToUpper" ,(ev("a") + ev("b") + ev("c"
) + ev("d")) *)),
"ADDFD", 1, 2)
The algebraic specification tried to evaluate the input string (σ) and reduce it to
the canonical form. However, since the string of entry (σ) does not belong to the
domain of the function, the algebraic specification failed and produced an error.
The error is represented by a term that does not have a sort but is of the kind
([String]) as shown in the above example.
4.2.2 Delete One-Line Comments
This case study inspired by [1], different type of regular string functions and
combinators have been used to deletes all one-line comments from a particular
example. The comment line starting with // where the program can be encoded
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using C, Java or C#.
The input string will be either a comment or non-comment line of the form
(//σ\n) or (σ\n), respectively. The program reads a line and deletes it if it is a
comment line and copies it otherwise.
This program consists of 5 modules implemented in Maude based on our alge-
braic specification. Table 4.1 shows the implemented modules used in our specifi-
cation along with a brief description of each. The Maude definition of each module
could be found in Appendix A.
Table 4.1: Delete one-line comments Modules in Maude.
Module Name Description
DEL-FUNCTION Contain regular string functions that have been used to
delete single character.
COPY-FUNCTION Consist of different regular functions that used to copy
single character.
DEL-COMBINATORS DReX combinators have been used to delete comment
line using DEL-FUNCTION module .
COPY-COMBINATORS DReX combinators have been used to copy non-
comment line using COPY-FUNCTION module .
CODE-TRANSFORMATION Invoke DEL-COMBINATOR and COPY-
COMBINATOR to process the input string.
The following particular examples in Table 4.2.2 illustrate delete one-line com-
ment for different cases.
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Table 4.2: Delete One-Line Comment Examples
The Input String (σ) Obtained Result Description
//Comment line ε This code contain only
one line comment.
Therefore, the comment
line deleted and the
obtain result is ε (empty
string)
int x = 10 ; int x = 10 ; Here, we have only one
line that declare integer
variable, so the program
will copy the input string
and retrieve it as it is.
//Declare integer variables
int x, y, z ;
//Define double variable
double a = 25.5;
//Additon equation
x = (y + z) + a;
int x, y, z ;
double a = 25.5;
x = (y + z) + a;
In this particular exam-
ple, we have a combi-
nation of comment and
non-comment lines. The
program reads a line
and copies it if it isn’t
comment line, otherwise
deletes it.
The following Maude result of evaluating the third example that shown in
Table 4.2.2 is described bellow. The delete-comm equation received the input
string (σ) that presented using sampleCode1 variable and reduce to canonical
form, each line end with \n. The program reads a line and copies it if it isn’t
comment line, otherwise deletes it.
Maude > red delete -comm(sampleCode1) .
reduce in EVAL : delete -comm(sampleCode1) .
rewrites: 2446676 in 2488ms cpu (3413 ms real) (983390
rewrites/second)
result String: "int x,y,z ;\n double a = 25.5;\n x = (y 
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+ z) + a;"
4.3 Formal Analysis using the ITP
Once the system specifications developed in Maude, we obtained an algebraic spec-
ification of the system. As these specifications are executable, they can be used to
analyze and simulate the system. In this section, we will use Maude’s inductive
theorem prover (ITP) to verify inductive properties of membership equational
specification of functional modules such as idempotency and associativity of the
deterministic regular string transformations.
 Proving Idempotency Property of the Conditional Combinator
Idempotence is the property of particular function or operation where the
result or effect of executing it multiple times for a given input is the same
as executing it only once for the same input. Therefore, if we know that
an operation is idempotent, we can run it as many times as we like. The
mathematical presentation of idempotency property is f(x, x) = x (∀x).
Consequently, we will use the ITP tool to prove the idemoptency prop-
erty of the conditional combinator. To do that, the actual goal we
want to prove needs to be loaded where the syntax for entering goal is:
(goal goalname : modulname | − formula .) [29] after that the user will use
ind command to discharge the goal where ind command ”takes a variable x
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that is universally quantified in the current formula, and perform structural
induction on x using the corresponding syntax ind on x .)” [29].
Symbolic Proof using ITP. For a Maude module represent-
ing the conditional combinator (COND-SEMANTICS), we would
like to show that the conditional combinator is idempotent, where
apply(conditional(E, E,σ, I, J)) ≡ apply(E,σ, I, J). Based on COND-





(goal apply-cond : COND-SEMANTICS
|- A{E:Expr ; S:String ; I:Nat ; J:Nat}
(((apply(conditional(E,E), S, I, J)) = (apply(E, S, I, J)))) .)
Figure 4.1: The Idempotency Goal.









Figure 4.2: The Idempotency Goal Evaluation in ITP.
After that, we can apply structural induction on E to prove the idempotency
property of the desired goal as illustrated in Figure 4.3
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Maude> (ind on E:Expr .)




Figure 4.3: The Idempotency Goal Proved.




reduce in FUNCTION-LIB : apply(conditional(CaesarDecryption,
CaesarDecryption),"GDEEGF", 2, 4) .
rewrites: 101 in 4ms cpu (0ms real) (25250 rewrites/second)
result String: "BB"
Figure 4.4: Evaluation of the Conditional Combinator
Maude> red apply(CaesarDecryption,"GDEEGF",2,4) .
reduce in FUNCTION-LIB : apply(CaesarDecryption, "GDEEGF", 2, 4) .
rewrites: 100 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result String: "BB"
Figure 4.5: Evaluation of RST Function
Maude> red apply(conditional(CaesarDecryption,CaesarDecryption),
"GDEEGF",2,4) == apply(CaesarDecryption,"GDEEGF",2,4) .
reduce in FUNCTION-LIB : apply(conditional(CaesarDecryption,
CaesarDecryption),"GDEEGF", 2, 4) == apply(CaesarDecryption,
"GDEEGF", 2, 4) .
rewrites: 193 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result Bool: true
Figure 4.6: The Desired Goal
 Proving Associativity Property of the Conditional Combinator
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Associative operations are abundant in mathematics including addition and
multiplication operations. The following functional notation represent the
associativity: f(f(x, y), z) = f(x, f(y, z)) .
Accordingly, we want to prove that the conditional combinator in the module
fmod COND-SEMANTICS is
inc SEM-INTERFACE .
vars I J : Nat . vars E1 E2 : Expr .
vars S SE1 SE2 : String .
eq domain(conditional(E1,E2)) = domain(E1) + domain(E2) .
ceq apply(conditional(E1,E2),S,I,J) = SE1
if SE1 := apply(E1,S,I,J) .
ceq apply(conditional(E1,E2),S,I,J) = SE2
if not (apply(E1,S,I,J) :: String)
/\ SE2 := apply(E2,S,I,J) .
endfm
Figure 4.7: The Conditional Combinator Semantics
satisfies the associativity property by induction using ITP tool.
(∀E1, E2, E3) cond(cond(E1, E2), E3,σ[i, j]) ≡ cond(E1, cond(E2, E3),σ[i, j])
For a Maude module representing the conditional combinator in Figure 4.7,
we would like to automatically prove the associativity of the conditional com-
binator. First, we load into Maude the desired module, then load itp− tool,
after that type loop init− itp, then enter the desired goal. The following





(goal cond-assoc : COND-SEMANTICS
|- A{E1:Expr ; E2:Expr ; E3:Expr ; I:Nat ; J:Nat ; S:String}
((apply(conditional(conditional(E1,E2),E3),S,I,J)) =
(apply(conditional(E1,conditional(E2,E3)),S,I,J))) .)
Figure 4.8: The Associativity Goal.









Figure 4.9: The Associativity Goal Evaluation in ITP.
We can then try to prove the goal by induction on E3 : Expr by giving the
command (ind on E3 : Expr). The ITP tool tries to simplify the goal by
applying the equation in the module, until reaching an identity,thus proving
the associativity property of the combine combinator.
Maude> (ind on E3:Expr .)




Figure 4.10: The Associativity Goal Proved.





reduce in FUNCTION-LIB : apply(conditional(CaesarEncryption,
conditional(CaesarDecryption, UpperCase)), "abcd", 0, 2) .
rewrites: 317 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result String: "AB"
Figure 4.11: (A) Evaluation of the Conditional Combinator
Maude> red apply(conditional(conditional(CaesarEncryption,
CaesarDecryption),UpperCase),"abcd",0,2) .
reduce in FUNCTION-LIB : apply(conditional(conditional
(CaesarEncryption,CaesarDecryption), UpperCase), "abcd", 0, 2) .
rewrites: 415 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result String: "AB"





reduce in FUNCTION-LIB : apply(conditional(CaesarEncryption,
conditional(CaesarDecryption, UpperCase)), "abcd", 0, 2) ==
apply(conditional(conditional(CaesarEncryption, CaesarDecryption),
UpperCase), "abcd", 0, 2)
.
rewrites: 706 in 4ms cpu (1ms real) (176500 rewrites/second)
result Bool: true







In this chapter, we focus on the second research question, which discusses non-
deterministic regular string transformation where RQ2 is:
 [RQ2] How do we define an extension of this formal specification to provide
a formal model for nondeterministic regular string transformations in an
elegant high-level manner that enables us to simulate and analyze their
properties?
NDReX further addresses question by developing a non-deterministic specifi-
cation based on rewriting logic.
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Nondeterminism is a widely useful concept that has a significant impact on
the theory of computation and has various applications including automata the-
ory. This idea motivated us to devise a set of formal and executable semantics
to capture a non-deterministic regular string transformations using the Maude
framework. This formal definition useful in various domains that utilize non-
deterministic regular string transformations.
5.1 Introduction to Non-deterministic Seman-
tics using Maude
Non-deterministic notion is a widely used term in automata theory and is used in a
number of real applications. Non-deterministic automata are allowed to have two
or more transitions containing the same symbol out of one state as shown in Figure
5.1 which illustrates non-deterministic behavior using finite automata. Therefore,
we cannot predict the output because there are multiple possible outcomes for
each input.
Figure 5.1: Non-deterministic transition from state p on input 1.
Regular expression is an algebraic way to define patterns, it is useful for val-
idating, filtering, classifying input while it has an additional role in capturing
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nondeterministic computation by nature. For example, if we have a regular ex-
pression R := a|ab∗, there are two ways to generate a string ”a”. Also, regular
expression provides a way to capture nondeterministic automata. However, both
of them have a limitation in terms of formal analysis.
Rewriting logic can naturally deal with non-deterministic computation and its
behavior has been specified in the Maude in terms of rewriting rules corresponding
to the model specification (system module). In fact, rewriting logic specifications
are executable which allows for the application of a wide range of formal analysis
methods and tools [21].
Due to Maude’s ability to deal with non-deterministic computation, we are
able to develop a formal specification of non-deterministic regular string transfor-
mations whereas the previous work (DReX [1]) failed to capture non-deterministic
regular string transformation.
In DReX, we have analyzed and investigated every form of combinator behav-
ior in order to ascertain whether it displays non-deterministic behavior. We have
found that the split combinator has been used to capture regular string trans-
formation by making an assumption over a uniquely split the input string (σ),
otherwise, the split combinator will fail, thus producing an error (⊥) as a result of
evaluating regular string transformations. However, in our research, we are able
to modify the split combinator behavior and eliminate the assumption made by
Alur et al [1]. Therefore, we are able to handle and capture regular string trans-
formation using the split combinator with the input string (σ) that has multiple
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splits. In doing this, we utilize the rule-based technique, which can be used for
expressing and capturing the non-deterministic behavior of the split combinator.
5.2 Formal Specification of Non-deterministic
Regular String Transformation in Maude
In this section, we show how the non-deterministic behavior of regular string
transformation (given by the split combinator) can be represented by their corre-
sponding Maude specification.
5.2.1 Split Position Algorithm
The split position algorithm (Algorithm 1, described in Section 3.3.5) has been
used to retrieve all possible indices representing valid splits. These positions are
equivalent to a non-deterministic transition in finite automata. Therefore, these
positions are used by the split combinator to present multiple possible outputs for
the same input.
5.2.2 Encoding Split Combinator in Maude using Rewrite
Rule
In order to capture deterministic regular string transformations, we used the al-
gebraic semantics of the split combinator, as presented in Chapter 3, and im-
plemented based on equational theory. Modifying this specification to capture a
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nondeterministic regular string transformations can be easily done using rewriting
logic since the equational logic is a sub-logic of rewriting logic [14].
Consequently, we implemented only one conditional rule in Maude to capture
the nondeterministic behavior of the split combinator as illustrated in the following
Maude syntax. Furthermore, the syntax and semantics of other combinators do
not change.
*** Semantics of split
crl [splitRule] : apply(split(E1,E2),S,I,J)
=> S1 + S2
if chkIndex(S,I,J)
/\ S’ := substr(S,I, sd(J, I))
/\ L1, K, L2 := splits(S’,E1,E2)
/\ S1 := apply(E1, S’, 0, K + 1)
/\ S2 := apply(E2, S’, K + 1, length(S’)) .
In this conditional rule, the matching equations employed to match
the obtained result of evaluating substr(S, I, sd(J , I)), splits(S ′,E1,E2),
apply(E1,S ′, 0,K + 1) and apply(E2,S ′,K + 1, length(S ′)) to the string, list of
valid indices, string and string, respectively. Moreover, the splits equation invoke
to retrieve all valid indices represented in list form. The Maude interpreter will
pick one element from this list and assign to k.
Deterministic vs. Nondeterministic
To clarify the difference between the deterministic and nondeterminis-
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tic behavior of the split combinator, we evaluate the following example;
apply(split(CaesarEncryption, LowerCase), ”ABCD”, 0, 4) using both algebraic se-
mantics and rewriting logic to observe the difference in outcomes.
Maude > red apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,LowerCase),"ABCD
" ,0,4) .
reduce in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,
LowerCase), "ABCD", 0,
4) .
rewrites: 617 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result [String ]: apply(split("CaesarEncryption",(ev("A")
+ ev("B") + ev("C") +
ev("D")) *, "ConvertToLower" ,(ev("A") + ev("B") + ev("C"
) + ev("D")) *),
"ABCD", 0, 4)
Maude > rew apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,LowerCase),"ABCD
" ,0,4) .
rewrite in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,
LowerCase), "ABCD", 0,
4) .
rewrites: 804 in 0ms cpu (1ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result String: "Dbcd"
Since the input string (σ = ”ABCD”) has multiple split positions (multiple
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solutions), the algebraic semantics failed to evaluate the expression. However, the
rewriting semantics were able to evaluate the expression and produced Dbcd as
the obtained result.
5.3 Formal Analysis of NDReX with Maude
Once the system specifications were developed in Maude, we obtained a rewriting
logic specification of the system. As these specifications are executable, they can
be used to analyze and simulate the system and provide a detailed step-by-step
formal description of a program’s execution [14].
In this work, we focus on two kinds of analyses: simulation, to execute the non-
deterministic regular string transformation specifications; and reachability analy-
sis, to prove system invariants.
5.3.1 Simulation
The frewrite and rewrite commands execute the Maude Specifications, which
implement two different execution strategies: a depth-first position-fair strategy,
and a top-down rule-fair strategy, respectively [21]. Thus, we can execute the
non-deterministic regular string transformation of the split combinator by simply
typing: rew apply(split(CaesarEncryption, LowerCase), ”ABCD”, 0, 4).
The output of rew command results in applying a split over σ that has a
multiple split, and produces a string as the obtained output rather than the error
(⊥).
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Maude > rew apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,LowerCase),"ABCD
" ,0,4) .
rewrite in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,
LowerCase), "ABCD", 0,
4) .
rewrites: 804 in 0ms cpu (1ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result String: "Dbcd"
Also, the frewrite and rewrite commands allow users to specify the upper
bounds for the number of rule applications. This can be very useful performing
step-by-step executions, or to simulate non-terminating systems.
5.3.2 Reachability Analysis
Executing the system using the frewrite and rewrite commands means exploring
just one of the possible behaviors of the system. However, the search command in
Maude allows the exploration of the reachable state space in a variety of ways by
following a breadth-first strategy up to a specified bound. The command requires
specifying an input, which in this case comprises the properties that the reachable
states have to satisfy, and it then returns those states that satisfy them in turn
[34].
Also, the search command has an additional use in its ability to prove safety
properties, which states that something bad should never happen where the arrow
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=> ∗ of search command implies searching for proofs fulfilling the search pattern
consisting of none, one or more rewriting steps. For instance, we can check whether
the input string (σ) satisfies the domain of the split combinator and produces a
string as an obtained result or not. The Maude search command => ∗ can be
used to show the following property:
search apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,LowerCase),"abcd"
,0,4) =>* S:String .
search in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,
LowerCase), "abcd", 0,
4) =>* S .
No solution.
Moreover, the search command allows us to automatically ex-
plore all of the possible solutions using the breadth-first search tech-
nique. The following example shows all possible solutions of executing
apply(split(CaesarEncryption, LowerCase), ”ABCD”, 0, 4) using Maude search
command:
Maude > search apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,LowerCase),"
ABCD" ,0,4) =>* S:String .
search in FUNCTION -LIB : apply(split(CaesarEncryption ,
LowerCase), "ABCD", 0,
4) =>* S .
Solution 1 (state 1)
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states: 2 rewrites: 804 in 0ms cpu (1ms real) (~
rewrites/second)
S --> "Dbcd"
Solution 2 (state 2)
states: 3 rewrites: 989 in 0ms cpu (1ms real) (~
rewrites/second)
S --> "DEcd"
Solution 3 (state 3)




states: 4 rewrites: 1374 in 0ms cpu (2ms real) (~
rewrites/second)
The above example represent a non-deterministic regular string transforma-
tions. To handle this situation and explore all possible solutions we use breadth-
first search technique by executing the search command where we found three
possible solutions. The First solution obtained by applying CaesarEncryption
over A and LowerCase over BCD and the result is ”Dbcd. We obtained DEcd as
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a second solution by applying CaesarEncryption over AB and LowerCase over
CD. Finally, the search command apply CaesarEncryption and LowerCase




In this chapter, we briefly review related work and highlight some essential infor-
mation in the different areas to which this thesis contributes.
6.1 Regular String Transformations Models
There are three equivalent models that have been used to capture regular string
transformation. These models are the two-way deterministic automata with out-
put, the monadic second order (MSO) transduction and the streaming transducers
with register [35]. Therefore, any string to string transformation that can be re-
alized by one of these models is called a regular string transformation model.
Alur et al (2014) [4] proposed a set of combinators to capture regular string
to string transformation for document processing. These combinators are (i) base
combinator L/d(σ), (ii) conditional choice combinator f . g(σ), (iii) split sum
combinator f⊕g(σ), (iv) left-split sum combinator f←−⊕g(σ), (v) iterate sum com-
binator Σf(σ), (vi) left-iterate sum combinator
←−
Σ f(σ) and (vii) sum combinator
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f(σ) + g(σ). The proposed combinators have the similar meaning of regular ex-
pression on regular language such that conditional combinator is similar to union,
split sum combinator is analogous to concatenation and iterate sum combinator
is equivalent to Kleene-*. The main contribution of this research was proof that
all regular functions can be inductively generated from these combinators.
Alur and Černỳ (2011) [36] proposed a new abstract and analyzable model
which called streaming data string transducer (SST) used in a single-pass list pro-
cessing program. The proposed model is a deterministic transducer with string
variables to capture string transformation where input data strings map to out-
put data strings. Furthermore, SST model has been used to check functional
equivalence problem, checking correctness with respect to pre/post conditions,
and assertion checking problem. Moreover, SST model leads to algorithms for
checking functional equivalence of two programs that are written in different pro-
gramming paradigm (functional and imperative style) for processing lists of data
item.
Engelfriet and Hoogeboom (2001) [37] studied deterministic regular string
transduction and extend a classic result of monadic string second order (MSO)
definable string transduction which is a type of logical framework that uses quan-
tification over sets of positions in the string to define string properties. Also,
they proposed a hybrid model that allows two-way machines to jump to new po-
sitions on the tape as specified by an MSO formula and they demonstrated the
equivalence between this model and the basic two-way machine model.
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6.2 Domain Specific Language for String trans-
formations
There are two types of domain specific languages that are used to capture string
transformation. These are transducer-based language and string specific utilities
such as Perl, sed and AWK [1].
Perl, AWK and sed are domain-specific programming languages used for string
transformation and widely employed to reformat and query text file. However,
these languages do not support algorithmic analysis [1, 38].
Hooimeijer el al. (2011) [39] proposed a domain-specific programming lan-
guage for modeling string transformation called BEK. The symbolic finite trans-
ducer has been used in BEK [40]. Moreover, BEK is a language and a complier
used for writing and analyzing string manipulation. The web applications often
use special string transformation sanitizers on untrusted user data where the san-
itizer is a function that removes or escapes potentially dangerous strings. There-
fore, BEK has been used for writing sanitizer to perform security specific analysis
and capture real web sanitizers such as Google AutoEscape sanitizer and IE XSS
Filter. The symbolic finite automata representation has been used by BEK in
order to perform required analysis such as to determine if two BEK programs are
equivalent and if a BEK program can output a specific string.
D’Antoni el al. (2014) [41] presented a domain-specific programming language
based on Symbolic Tree Transducer with Regular lookahead (STTR) named FAST
(Functional Abstraction of symbolic Transducers) for string and tree manipula-
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tion. FAST could be used for modeling and analyzing programs that manipulate
strings and tree over infinite domains. FAST has been used to model numerous
real world scenarios and analysis problems such as analysis functional programs
over list and trees.
6.3 Executable Formal Semantics
There are numerous studies that cover formal method to present formal semantic
handling by programming languages. However, without formal semantics it is dif-
ficult to prove or state anything about the programing languages such as whether
a certain program meets its specification or the interpreter or compiler is correct,
etc. Also, formal semantics provide the ability to use formal analysis tools in order
to minimize mistakes in semantics. In this section, we covered various works that
discuss and present executable formal semantic for different programing languages
using formal method and rewriting logic engines.
Bogdanas and Roşu (2015) [42] proposed a complete formal semantics of Java
using k semantic framework. This semantics cover all official definition features
of Java 1.4. The proposed semantics split into (a) static semantic (b) dynamic
semantic. The static semantics takes as input the abstract syntax tree represen-
tation of Java program and produced a valid Java program that contains different
Java features then it passed to dynamic semantic for execution (see Section 4 in
[42]). Furthermore, Test Driven Development methodology has been used by the
authors to verify and validate their semantic and to emphasize the completeness
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and useful of this semantics, the built-in model-checker of K has been used to
check multi-threading Java programs.
Guth (2013) [43] worked on k rewriting semantic framework to develop a formal
operational semantic of Python as a thesis work. The proposed semantics is
executable but incomplete. However, Python doesn’t have a complete formal
semantics. This semantics has been thoroughly tested against a large library of
unit test.
Ellison and Roşu (2012) [44] presented an executable formal definition of C.
This formal semantic can be used to find program bugs and captures all feature
required by the C99. They used a rewriting framework called k to develop their
semantics and the proposed semantic written using the K-Maude tool. Moreover,
different types of test have been used to verify the correctness of this semantic
such as correctness analysis and exploratory testing, etc.(see Section 5 in [44]).
Rivera et al (2009) [31] extended a previous work to propose an efficient for-
mal specification of behavioral semantics for domain specific models (DSMs) using
Maude. DSM is an approach to design and develop systems by using domain spe-
cific languages (DSLs) to describe different features of a system in terms of models.
However, there are numerous approaches to express the behavioral semantics of
meta-models. These approaches have limitations in order to capture complex be-
havior at high level of abstraction. Another limitation proposed approach does
not support the proper tool for formal analysis. Also, DSM community doesn’t
give much attention to the behavioral semantics of models. In addition, modeling
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languages play an essential role in model driven software development. Theses
factors motivate the authors to present a formal specification of the behavioral
semantics of meta-models. They used Maude as a formal representation for defin-
ing models, meta-models and their dynamic behavior. Also, Maude can be used
to specify abstract syntax and semantics.
Meredith et al (2007) [11] proposed a formal executable semantics of K-
Scheme (An algebraic denotational specification). This executable semantic was
the most complete formal definition of a language in the scheme. Furthermore,
Maude rewriting logic engine has been used by the authors to deploy this seman-
tic. The authors focused on Scheme as a programing language because Scheme
employing pattern describes syntax transformation.
6.4 Equational Specification of Regular Lan-
guages
Roşu and Viswantathan (2003) [33] proposed a rewriting based algorithm for
testing membership of a word in regular language defined by an extended regular
expression. The main concern of this algorithm is to tackle the membership prob-
lem where regular expression is useful to specify patterns in strings. Membership
problem is a problem to decide whether a word w is in the regular language gener-
ated by regular expression R. There are many applications have been developed to
solve membership problem. However, regular expression has been used in [33] due
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to their power in specifying patterns. The extended regular expression presented
in [33] added complementation ¬R to usual regular expression operations. The
proposed algorithm was implemented and evaluated using Maude framework.
Antimirov and Mosses (1995) [45] proposed an extended algebra of regular
language that capture intersection operation in addition to the usual operations
on a given alphabet. Horn-equational axiomatization has been used to repre-
sent a new collection of equations that capture the extended algebra of regular
languages. OBJ rewrite system has been used by the authors to deploy some
term-rewriting techniques in order to prove/disprove equations between extended
regular expressions.
To best of our knowledge this is the most appropriate formal specification that
capture both deterministic and non-deterministic regular string transformations
where most of other works in the literature focused on deterministic. Also, the
related works captured regular string transformations through a complex models
such as transducer which have a limitation in terms of formal analysis. Moreover,
to prove some properties such as idempotency or associativity required further
manual analysis using a pencil and paper, it takes time and expensive to build
and maintain, also it is difficult to proof theses properties using transducer models.
However, in our work we used an automated tool to proof these properties that






In this thesis, we present formal executable semantics for regular string transfor-
mation, based on algebraic specification (deterministic behavior) and rewriting
logic (non-deterministic behavior), and carry out it’s implementation in Maude
framework. This semantics is executable and has been used to implement dif-
ferent examples to simulate regular string transformation behavior. Further, we




The current developed specification handles only one character at a time based on
Alur et. al in [1]. This allowed our specification a natural effectiveness such that
it cannot be intuitively decomposed into anything simpler and all the functions can
be easily expressed using this single character technique. However, this resulted
in more processing time for input string (σ) of longer lengths which affects the
efficiency for such cases.
7.3 Future Work
In this section, we would discuss recommendations to further improve this work
and implementation of the proposed formal specification of regular string trans-
formation for practical applications.
7.3.1 Build a Tool for an IDE software
One possible way to use our specification for practical application is to build
a tool or plug-in for IDE softwares such as Eclipse. This tool can serve as a
platform to perform both formal analysis and simulation based on regular string
transformation. Moreover, it can also be used by any researcher or developer
without prior knowledge of Maude syntax. Recently, such a tool has already been
developed by Bogdanas and Roşu in [42] for K-Java.
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7.3.2 Utilization in Real Application
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, the security employs regular string
transformation and has been using it in several application such as encryption.
The proposed formal specification has mathematically proved itself as a reliable
and robust method for regular string transformation. Therefore, our specification
can be used to formally present a solution for security relating problems and
perform formal analysis to enhance and improve the security of applications.
7.3.3 Improving Efficiency
The presented specification deals with single character to perform regular string
transformation as mentioned in the limitation section . Hence, this specification
can be improved to deal with a chunk of strings for longer input string (σ) which
will further enhance the performance and efficiency of the specification.
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APPENDIX A
Algebraic Specification in Maude
***(
This f i l e i s part o f Algebra ic−DReX, an equat i ona l l o g i c
semant ics o f DReX, a language f o r r e g u l a r s t r i n g t rans fo−
rmations , with formal a n a l y s i s through equat i ona l s impl i−
f i c a t i o n and induc t i v e theorem proving .
Copyright (C) 2015−2017 Shadi A. Alhaj ( g201408500@kfupm . edu . sa )
and Musab A. Alturk i , musab . a l turk i@gmai l . com
This program i s f r e e so f tware : you can r e d i s t r i b u t e i t and/ or
modify i t under the terms o f the GNU General Publ ic L i cense as
pub l i shed by the Free Software Foundation , e i t h e r v e r s i on 3 o f
the License , or ( at your opt ion ) any l a t e r v e r s i on .
This program i s d i s t r i b u t e d in the hope that i t w i l l be u se fu l ,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the impl i ed warranty o f
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
See the
GNU General Publ ic L i cense f o r more d e t a i l s .
You should have r e c e i v e d a copy o f the GNU General Publ ic
L i cense along with t h i s program .
I f not , s e e <http ://www. gnu . org / l i c e n s e s />.
)
**** Main f i l e and modules
**** Authors : Shadi A. Alhaj
**** Musab A. Al turk i
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*** This i s an adaptat ion o f Sen and Rosu ’ s a l g e b r a i c s p e c i f−
*** i c a t i o n o f ERE’ s with a s i m p l i f i e d ax iomat i za t i on o f r e g u l a r
*** e x p r e s s i o n s us ing subso r t ing
fmod RE i s
*** NeeRe : A r e g u l a r exp r e s s i on that i s
*** n e i t h e r empty nor e p s i l o n
s o r t s Event NeeRe Re .
subsor t Event < NeeRe < Re .
*** the s i n g l t o n language conta in ing only e p s i l o n
op e p s i l o n : −> Re .
*** the empty language
op empty : −> Re .
*** Alte rnat i on ( the union o f two r e g u l a r languages )
op + : Re Re −> Re [ as soc comm id : empty prec 60 ] .
op + : NeeRe Re −> NeeRe [ d i t t o ] .
*** Concatenation
op : Re Re −> Re [ as soc id : e p s i l o n prec 50 ] .
op : NeeRe NeeRe −> NeeRe [ d i t t o ] .
*** Kleene s t a r
op ( *) : Re −> Re [ prec 40 ] .
op ( *) : NeeRe −> NeeRe [ d i t t o ] .
endfm
*** Equat ional s i m p l i c a t i o n o f RE, a heavy adaptat ion o f
*** Sen and Rosu ’ s s p e c i f i c a t i o n s
fmod SIMPLIFY RE i s
inc RE .
var R : Re .
var NR : NeeRe .
*** idempotency o f +
eq NR + NR = NR .
eq e p s i l o n + e p s i l o n = e p s i l o n .
*** empty : absorb ing element f o r concatenat ion
eq empty NR = empty .
eq NR empty = empty .
eq empty empty = empty .
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*** k l eene s t a r p r o p e r t i e s
eq R * * = R * .
eq e p s i l o n * = e p s i l o n .
eq empty * = e p s i l o n .
endfm
*** Membership in RE’ s , a heavy adaptat ion o f
*** Sen and Rosu ’ s s p e c i f i c a t i o n s
fmod RE MEMBERSHIP i s
pr SIMPLIFY RE .
*** Membership opera t i on
op i n : Re Re −> Bool [ prec 80 ] .
vars R R1 R2 : Re .
vars NR NR1 NR2 NR1’ NR2’ : NeeRe .
vars A B : Event .
*** gene ra l p r o p e r t i e s
eq empty in R = true .
eq R in R = true .
*** membership over +
eq R in NR1 + NR2 = (R in NR1) or (R in NR2) .
eq R in NR1 + e p s i l o n = (R in NR1) or (R in e p s i l o n ) .
*** membership over concatenat ion
eq e p s i l o n in (NR1 NR2)
= ( e p s i l o n in NR1) and ( e p s i l o n in NR2) .
eq A in (NR1 NR2)
= (A in NR1) and ( e p s i l o n in NR2) or
(A in NR2) and ( e p s i l o n in NR1) .
ceq NR1 NR2 in NR1’ NR2’
= true i f NR1 in NR1’ /\ NR2 in NR2’ .
*** membership over *
eq e p s i l o n in R * = true .
eq A in NR * = A in NR .
ceq NR in NR * = true i f NR in NR .
ceq NR1 NR2 in NR * = true i f NR1 in NR
/\ NR2 in NR * .
*** I f the RE’ s f a i l matching the ca s e s above ,
*** then membership f a i l s
eq R1 in R2 = f a l s e [ owise ] .
endfm
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*** A date type f o r l i s t s o f p o s i t i o n s ( Nats )
fmod POS−LIST i s
pr NAT .
*** L i s t s o f Nats : comma−separated l i s t s o f na tu ra l s
s o r t L i s t .
subsor t Nat < L i s t .
*** the empty l i s t
op mt : −> L i s t .
op , : L i s t L i s t −> L i s t [ a s soc id : mt ] .
var N : Nat . var L : L i s t .
*** L i s t s i z e
op s i z e : L i s t −> Nat .
eq s i z e (mt) = 0 .
eq s i z e (N, L) = 1 + s i z e (L) .
endfm
*** An abs t r a c t r e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f a r e g u l a r
*** t rans fo rmat ion func t i on
fmod FUNCTION i s
pr STRING .
pr RE MEMBERSHIP .
s o r t Function .
*** A func t i on as a pa i r o f a name and a domain
op ( , ) : S t r ing Re −> Function .
vars S : S t r ing .
var R : Re .
*** The domain o f a func t i on
op domain : Function −> Re .
eq domain (S ,R) = R .
*** The name o f a func t i on
op fName : Function −> St r ing .
eq fName(S ,R) = S .
*** An i n t e r f a c e f o r a funct ion ’ s behavior
op applyFunction : S t r ing St r ing −> St r ing .
endfm
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*** Aux i l i a ry ope ra to r s
fmod FUNCTION AUX i s
pr FUNCTION .
*** Converts a s t r i n g to a r e g u l a r exp r e s s i on
op ev : S t r ing ˜> Re .
*** This i s important typing i n f o
op ev : Char −> Event .
var S : S t r ing .
var F : Function .
vars I J : Nat .
ceq ev (S) = ev ( subs t r (S , 0 , 1 ) ) ev ( subs t r (S , 1 , l ength (S ) ) )
i f l ength (S) > 1 .
eq ev (””) = e p s i l o n .
*** check membership o f a s t r i n g in
*** the domain o f a func t i on
op chkDomain : Function St r ing −> Bool .
eq chkDomain (F , S) = ev (S) in domain (F) .
*** check that the i n d i c e s I and J are
*** v a l i d w. r . t . the g iven s t r i n g
op chkIndex : S t r ing Nat Nat −> Bool .
eq chkIndex (S , I , J )
= not ( I >= length (S) or J > l ength (S) or J < I ) .
endfm
*** Syntax o f DReX
fmod DREX−SYNTAX i s
inc FUNCTION AUX .
s o r t s Combinator Expr .
subsor t Function Combinator < Expr .
*** base combinators :
*** e p s i l o n ( parametr ic ) and bottom
op bot : −> Combinator .
op eps : S t r ing −> Combinator .
*** main combinators
op combine : Expr Expr −> Combinator .
op c o n d i t i o n a l : Expr Expr −> Combinator .
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op i t e r a t e : Expr −> Combinator .
op s p l i t : Expr Expr −> Combinator .
endfm
*** The semant ics i n t e r f a c e that need to
***be de f ind f o r a l l combinators
fmod SEM−INTERFACE i s
inc DREX−SYNTAX .
var S : S t r ing .
var E : Expr .
*** eva lua t e s a DReX expr e s s i on
op apply : Expr St r ing Nat Nat ˜> St r ing .
*** The domain o f an exp r e s s i on
op domain : Expr ˜> Re .
*** checks whether a s t r i n g be longs
*** to the domain o f an exp r e s s i on
op chkDomain : Expr St r ing −> Bool .
eq chkDomain (E, S) = ev (S) in domain (E) .
endfm
*** Semantics o f the base combinators
fmod BASE−SEMANTICS i s
inc SEM−INTERFACE .
var F : Function .
vars I J : Nat .
vars S S ’ A : S t r ing .
*** bot i s always undef ined ,
*** so no equat ion f o r i t s apply
*** apply
eq domain ( bot ) = empty .
*** e p s i l o n i s de f ined only
*** i f the input s t r i n g i s ””
eq apply ( eps (S ) , ”” , 0 , 0 ) = S .
eq domain ( eps (S ) ) = ev (S) .
*** eva lua t i on o f f u n c t i o n s
ceq apply (F , S , I , J ) = applyFunction (A, S ’ )
i f chkIndex (S , I , J )
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/\ S ’ := subs t r (S , I , sd (J , I ) )
/\ chkDomain (F , S ’ )
/\ A := fName(F) .
endfm
*** Semantics o f the combine combinator
fmod COMBINE−SEMANTICS i s
inc SEM−INTERFACE .
vars I J : Nat .
vars E1 E2 : Expr .
vars S SE1 SE2 : S t r ing .
*** The domain o f combine ( assumes c o n s i s t e n t DReX! )
ceq domain ( combine (E1 , E2 ) )
= domain (E1) i f domain (E1) == domain (E2) .
*** Semantics o f combine
ceq apply ( combine (E1 , E2 ) , S , I , J ) = SE1 + SE2
i f domain ( combine (E1 , E2 ) ) : : Re
/\ SE1 := apply (E1 , S , I , J )
/\ SE2 := apply (E2 , S , I , J ) .
endfm
*** Semantics o f the c o n d i t i o n a l combinator
fmod COND−SEMANTICS i s
inc SEM−INTERFACE .
vars I J : Nat .
vars E1 E2 : Expr .
vars S SE1 SE2 : S t r ing .
*** the domain o f c o n d i t i o n a l
eq domain ( c o n d i t i o n a l (E1 , E2 ) ) = domain (E1) + domain (E2) .
*** Semantics o f c o n d i t i o n a l
ceq apply ( c o n d i t i o n a l (E1 , E2 ) , S , I , J ) = SE1
i f SE1 := apply (E1 , S , I , J ) .
ceq apply ( c o n d i t i o n a l (E1 , E2 ) , S , I , J ) = SE2
i f not ( apply (E1 , S , I , J ) : : S t r ing )
/\ SE2 := apply (E2 , S , I , J ) .
endfm
*** Semantics o f the i t e r a t e combinator
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fmod ITER−SEMANTICS i s
inc SEM−INTERFACE .
vars F : Function .
vars I J : Nat .
vars S S ’ : S t r ing .
var C : Char .
var E : Expr .
*** domain o f i t e r a t e
eq domain ( i t e r a t e (E) ) = domain (E)* .
*** Semantics o f i t e r a t e
*** Due to i t e r a t e f u n c t i o n a l i t y we used
*** apply ( i t e r a t e (F) , Sigma , 0 , 1 )
*** to eva luate one char each time
*** Base case when the s t r i n g i s empty
eq apply ( i t e r a t e (F) , ”” , I , J ) = ”” .
*** Base case when the s t r i n g i s
*** j u s t one cha rac t e r
eq apply ( i t e r a t e (F) ,C, I , J ) = apply (F ,C, I , J ) .
*** Induct ive case when the l ength
*** i s g r e a t e r than one
ceq apply ( i t e r a t e (F) , S , I , J ) = apply ’ ( F , S ’ )
i f l ength (S) > 1
/\ chkIndex (S , I , J )
/\ S ’ := subs t r (S , I , sd (J , I ) )
/\ chkDomain ( i t e r a t e (F) , S ’ ) .
*** a he lpe r func t i on
op apply ’ : Expr St r ing −> St r ing .
eq apply ’ ( F, ” ” ) = ”” .
eq apply ’ ( F , C) = apply (F ,C, 0 , 1 ) .
eq apply ’ ( F , S) = apply (F , S , 0 , 1 ) +
apply ’ ( F , subs t r (S , 1 , l ength (S ) ) ) [ owise ] .
endfm
*** Semantics o f the s p l i t combinator
fmod SPLIT−SEMANTICS i s
inc SEM−INTERFACE .
pr POS−LIST .
vars S S1 S2 S ’ : S t r ing .
vars E1 E2 : Expr .
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vars BinD1 BinD2 : Bool .
vars K I J : Nat .
vars L1 L2 : L i s t .
*** Domain o f a s p l i t exp r e s s i on
eq domain ( s p l i t (E1 , E2 ) ) = domain (E1) domain (E2) .
*** Semantics o f s p l i t
ceq apply ( s p l i t (E1 , E2 ) , S , I , J ) = S1 + S2
i f chkIndex (S , I , J )
/\ S ’ := subs t r (S , I , sd (J , I ) )
/\ K := s p l i t s (S ’ , E1 , E2)
/\ S1 := apply (E1 , S ’ , 0 , K + 1)
/\ S2 := apply (E2 , S ’ , K + 1 , l ength (S ’ ) ) .
*** The s p l i t p o s i t i o n ( s ) in
*** a s t r i n g g iven two e x p r e s s i o n s
op s p l i t s : S t r ing Expr Expr −> Nat .
eq s p l i t s (S , E1 , E2) = s p l i t s P o s i t i o n (S , 0 , E1 , E2) .
*** a he lpe r func t i on f o r the
*** s p l i t p o s i t i o n ( s ) a lgor i thm
op s p l i t s P o s i t i o n : S t r ing Nat Expr Expr −> L i s t .
ceq s p l i t s P o s i t i o n (S ,K, E1 , E2) = mt i f K > l ength (S) .
ceq s p l i t s P o s i t i o n (S ,K, E1 , E2)
= i f BinD1 and BinD2 then
K, s p l i t s P o s i t i o n (S , K + 1 ,E1 , E2)
e l s e
s p l i t s P o s i t i o n (S , K + 1 , E1 , E2) f i
i f K <= length (S)
/\ BinD1 := chkDomain (E1 , subs t r (S , 0 ,K + 1))
/\ BinD2 := chkDomain (E2 , subs t r (S ,K + 1 , l ength (S ) ) ) .
endm
*** DReX semant ics











*** Delete one−l i n e comments from a program
fmod DEL−FUNCTION i s
inc FUNCTION AUX .
var S : S t r ing .
*** To d e l e t e ”/” from a s t r i n g
op del−s l a s h e s : −> Function .
eq del−s l a s h e s = (” De l e t eS l a she s ” , ev (”/” ) ) .
eq applyFunction (” De l e t eS l a she s ” ,S ) = ”” .
*** To d e l e t e ”\n” from a s t r i n g
op del−nl : −> Function .
eq del−nl = (” DeleteNewLine ” , ev (”\n ”) ) .
eq applyFunction (” DeleteNewLine ” ,S) = ”” .
*** To d e l e t e anyChar =/= ”\n”
op de l : −> Function .
eq de l = (” DeleteAnyChar ” ,
( ev (” a ”) + ev (”b”) + ev (” c ”) + ev (”d”) + ev (” e ”) +
ev (” f ”) + ev (” g ”) + ev (”h”) + ev (” i ”) + ev (” j ”) +
ev (” k”) + ev (” l ”) + ev (”m”) + ev (”n”) + ev (” o ”) +
ev (”p”) + ev (” q ”) + ev (” r ”) + ev (” s ”) + ev (” t ”) +
ev (”u”) + ev (” v ”) + ev (”w”) + ev (” x ”) + ev (” y ”) +
ev (” z ”) + ev (”A”) + ev (”B”) + ev (”C”) + ev (”D”) +
ev (”E”) + ev (”F”) + ev (”G”) + ev (”H”) + ev (” I ”) +
ev (” J ”) + ev (”K”) + ev (”L”) + ev (”M”) + ev (”N”) +
ev (”O”) + ev (”P”) + ev (”Q”) + ev (”R”) + ev (”S”) +
ev (”T”) + ev (”U”) + ev (”V”) + ev (”W”) + ev (”X”) +
ev (”Y”) + ev (”Z”) + ev (”1”) + ev (”2”) + ev (”3”) +
ev (”4”) + ev (”5”) + ev (”6”) + ev (”7”) + ev (”8”) +
ev (”9”) + ev (”0”) + ev (”+”) + ev (”*”) + ev(”−”) +
ev (”%”) + ev (”=”) + ev (”>”) + ev (”<”) + ev(”>=”) +
ev(”<=”) + ev (” (” ) + ev (” )” ) + ev ( ” ! ” ) + ev (”#”) +
ev ( ” ; ” ) + ev ( ” . ” ) + ev (” ”) + ev ( ” , ” ) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (” DeleteAnyChar ” ,S) = ”” .
endfm
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fmod COPY−FUNCTION i s
inc FUNCTION AUX .
var S : S t r ing .
*** To copy anyChar =/= ”\n”
op copy−non−nl : −> Function .
eq copy−non−nl = (”CopyNonNewLine” ,
( ev (” a ”) + ev (”b”) + ev (” c ”) + ev (”d”) + ev (” e ”) +
ev (” f ”) + ev (” g ”) + ev (”h”) + ev (” i ”) + ev (” j ”) +
ev (” k”) + ev (” l ”) + ev (”m”) + ev (”n”) + ev (” o ”) +
ev (”p”) + ev (” q ”) + ev (” r ”) + ev (” s ”) + ev (” t ”) +
ev (”u”) + ev (” v ”) + ev (”w”) + ev (” x ”) + ev (” y ”) +
ev (” z ”) + ev (”A”) + ev (”B”) + ev (”C”) + ev (”D”) +
ev (”E”) + ev (”F”) + ev (”G”) + ev (”H”) + ev (” I ”) +
ev (” J ”) + ev (”K”) + ev (”L”) + ev (”M”) + ev (”N”) +
ev (”O”) + ev (”P”) + ev (”Q”) + ev (”R”) + ev (”S”) +
ev (”T”) + ev (”U”) + ev (”V”) + ev (”W”) + ev (”X”) +
ev (”Y”) + ev (”Z”) + ev (”1”) + ev (”2”) + ev (”3”) +
ev (”4”) + ev (”5”) + ev (”6”) + ev (”7”) + ev (”8”) +
ev (”9”) + ev (”0”) + ev (”+”) + ev (”*”) + ev(”−”) +
ev (”%”) + ev (”=”) + ev (”>”) + ev (”<”) + ev(”>=”) +
ev(”<=”) + ev (” (” ) + ev (” )” ) + ev ( ” ! ” ) + ev (”#”) +
ev ( ” ; ” ) + ev ( ” . ” ) + ev (” ”) + ev (”/”) + ev ( ” , ” ) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (”CopyNonNewLine” ,S) = S .
*** To copy anyChar =/= ”/”
op copy−non−s l a s h e : −> Function .
eq copy−non−s l a s h e = (” CopyNonslashe ” ,
( ev (” a ”) + ev (”b”) + ev (” c ”) + ev (”d”) + ev (” e ”) +
ev (” f ”) + ev (” g ”) + ev (”h”) + ev (” i ”) + ev (” j ”) +
ev (” k”) + ev (” l ”) + ev (”m”) + ev (”n”) + ev (” o ”) +
ev (”p”) + ev (” q ”) + ev (” r ”) + ev (” s ”) + ev (” t ”) +
ev (”u”) + ev (” v ”) + ev (”w”) + ev (” x ”) + ev (” y ”) +
ev (” z ”) + ev (”A”) + ev (”B”) + ev (”C”) + ev (”D”) +
ev (”E”) + ev (”F”) + ev (”G”) + ev (”H”) + ev (” I ”) +
ev (” J ”) + ev (”K”) + ev (”L”) + ev (”M”) + ev (”N”) +
ev (”O”) + ev (”P”) + ev (”Q”) + ev (”R”) + ev (”S”) +
ev (”T”) + ev (”U”) + ev (”V”) + ev (”W”) + ev (”X”) +
ev (”Y”) + ev (”Z”) + ev (”1”) + ev (”2”) + ev (”3”) +
ev (”4”) + ev (”5”) + ev (”6”) + ev (”7”) + ev (”8”) +
ev (”9”) + ev (”0”) + ev (”+”) + ev (”*”) + ev(”−”) +
ev (”%”) + ev (”=”) + ev (”>”) + ev (”<”) + ev(”>=”) +
ev(”<=”) + ev (” (” ) + ev (” )” ) + ev ( ” ! ” ) + ev (”#”) +
ev ( ” ; ” ) + ev ( ” . ” ) + ev (” ”) + ev (”\n”) + ev ( ” , ” ) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (” CopyNonslashe ” ,S ) = S .
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*** To copy ”\n” from a s t r i n g
op copy−nl : −> Function .
eq copy−nl = (” CopyNewLine ” , ev (”\n ”) ) .
eq applyFunction (” CopyNewLine ” ,S) = S .
endfm
fmod DEL−COMBINATORS i s
inc DREX−SEMANTICS .
inc DEL−FUNCTION .
var S : S t r ing . vars I J : Nat .
op DEL−SLASHES : −> Function .
eq DEL−SLASHES = (”DELETESLASHES” ,
domain ( s p l i t ( del−s l a she s , del−s l a s h e s ) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (”DELETESLASHES” ,S) =
apply ( s p l i t ( del−s l a she s , del−s l a s h e s ) , S , 0 , l ength (S ) ) .
op DEL−NON−NL : −> Function .
eq DEL−NON−NL = (”DELETENONNEWLINE” ,
domain ( i t e r a t e ( de l ) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (”DELETENONNEWLINE” ,S) =
apply ( i t e r a t e ( de l ) , S , 0 , l ength (S ) ) .
op DEL−COMM : −> Function .
eq DEL−COMM = (”DELETECOMM” ,
domain ( s p l i t (DEL−SLASHES,DEL−NON−NL) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (”DELETECOMM” ,S) =
apply ( s p l i t (DEL−SLASHES,DEL−NON−NL) , S , 0 , l ength (S ) ) .
op DEL−COMM−LINE : −> Function .
eq DEL−COMM−LINE = (”DELCOMMLINE” ,
domain ( s p l i t (DEL−COMM, del−nl ) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (”DELCOMMLINE” ,S) =
apply ( s p l i t (DEL−COMM, del−nl ) , S , 0 , l ength (S ) ) .
endfm
fmod COPY−COMBINATORS i s
inc DREX−SEMANTICS .
inc COPY−FUNCTION .
var S : S t r ing . vars I J : Nat .
op COPY−NON−NL : −> Function .
eq COPY−NON−NL = (”COPYNONNL” ,
domain ( i t e r a t e ( copy−non−nl ) ) ) .
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eq applyFunction (”COPYNONNL” ,S) =
apply ( i t e r a t e ( copy−non−nl ) , S , 0 , l ength (S ) ) .
op COPY−TXT : −> Function .
eq COPY−TXT = (”COPYTXT” ,
domain ( s p l i t ( copy−non−s l a she ,COPY−NON−NL) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (”COPYTXT” ,S) =
apply ( s p l i t ( copy−non−s l a she ,COPY−NON−NL) ,
S , 0 , l ength (S ) ) .
op COPY−LINE : −> Function .
eq COPY−LINE = (”COPYLINE” ,
domain ( c o n d i t i o n a l ( copy−nl ,
s p l i t (COPY−TXT, copy−nl ) ) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (”COPYLINE” ,S) =
apply ( c o n d i t i o n a l ( copy−nl ,
s p l i t (COPY−TXT, copy−nl ) ) , S , 0 , l ength (S ) ) .
endfm




vars S S ’ : S t r ing . var M : Nat .
op process−l i n e : −> Function .
eq process−l i n e = (” ProcessL ine ” ,
domain ( c o n d i t i o n a l (DEL−COMM−LINE ,COPY−LINE ) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (” ProcessL ine ” ,S ) =
apply ( c o n d i t i o n a l (DEL−COMM−LINE ,COPY−LINE) ,
S , 0 , l ength (S ) ) .
op l a s t−l i n e : −> Function .
eq l a s t−l i n e = (” LastLine ” ,
domain ( c o n d i t i o n a l (DEL−COMM,COPY−TXT) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (” LastLine ” ,S) =
apply ( c o n d i t i o n a l (DEL−COMM,COPY−TXT) ,
S , 0 , l ength (S ) ) .
op process−l a s t−l i n e : −> Function .
eq process−l a s t−l i n e = (” ProcessLastL ine ” ,
domain ( c o n d i t i o n a l ( process−l i n e , l a s t−l i n e ) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (” ProcessLastL ine ” ,S) =
apply ( c o n d i t i o n a l ( process−l i n e , l a s t−l i n e ) ,
S , 0 , l ength (S ) ) .
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op process−l i n e s : −> Function .
eq process−l i n e s = (” Proces sL ines ” ,
domain ( i t e r a t e ( process−l i n e ) ) ) .
eq applyFunction (” Proce s sL ines ” ,S) =
apply ( i t e r a t e ( process−l i n e ) , S , 0 , l ength (S ) ) .
op de l e t e−comm : St r ing −> St r ing .
ceq de l e t e−comm(S) =
applyFunction (” ProcessLastL ine ” ,S)
i f f i n d (S ,”\n ” ,0) == notFound .
ceq de l e t e−comm(S) =
applyFunction (” ProcessLastL ine ” ,S)
i f ( l ength (S) − f i n d (S ,”\n” ,0))== 1 .
ceq de l e t e−comm(S) =
applyFunction (” ProcessL ine ” ,S ’ ) +
de l e t e−comm( subs t r (S ,M + 1 , l ength (S ) ) )
i f M := f i n d (S ,”\n ” ,0)




NDREX Specification in Maude
*** Semantics o f the s p l i t combinator
mod SPLIT−SEMANTICS i s
inc SEM−INTERFACE .
pr POS−LIST .
vars S S1 S2 S ’ : S t r ing .
vars E1 E2 : Expr .
vars BinD1 BinD2 : Bool .
vars K I J : Nat .
vars L1 L2 : L i s t .
*** Domain o f a s p l i t exp r e s s i on
eq domain ( s p l i t (E1 , E2 ) ) = domain (E1) domain (E2) .
*** Semantics o f s p l i t
c r l [ s p l i t R u l e ] : apply ( s p l i t (E1 , E2 ) , S , I , J )
=> S1 + S2
i f chkIndex (S , I , J )
/\ S ’ := subs t r (S , I , sd (J , I ) )
/\ L1 , K, L2 := s p l i t s (S ’ , E1 , E2)
/\ S1 := apply (E1 , S ’ , 0 , K + 1)
/\ S2 := apply (E2 , S ’ , K + 1 , l ength (S ’ ) ) .
*** The s p l i t p o s i t i o n ( s ) in
*** a s t r i n g g iven two e x p r e s s i o n s
op s p l i t s : S t r ing Expr Expr −> Nat .
eq s p l i t s (S , E1 , E2) = s p l i t s P o s i t i o n (S , 0 , E1 , E2) .
*** a he lpe r func t i on f o r the
*** s p l i t p o s i t i o n ( s ) a lgor i thm
op s p l i t s P o s i t i o n : S t r ing Nat Expr Expr −> L i s t .
ceq s p l i t s P o s i t i o n (S ,K, E1 , E2) = mt i f K > l ength (S) .
ceq s p l i t s P o s i t i o n (S ,K, E1 , E2)
= i f BinD1 and BinD2 then
K, s p l i t s P o s i t i o n (S , K + 1 ,E1 , E2)
e l s e
s p l i t s P o s i t i o n (S , K + 1 , E1 , E2) f i
i f K <= length (S)
/\ BinD1 := chkDomain (E1 , subs t r (S , 0 ,K + 1))
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/\ BinD2 := chkDomain (E2 , subs t r (S ,K + 1 , l ength (S ) ) ) .
endm
*** DReX semant ics
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• C++.                             
Short Courses  
• Introduction to SAP HANA Database. 
• Introduction to SAP Navigation and Basics. 
Skills:  
• Organized and excellent in communications with team work. 
• Hard working and ability to work under pressure. 
• Flexibility and creativity.    
Languages 
• Have a good command of spoken and written in Arabic and 
English. 
Publication 
• Multi-layers Video Steganography: A Novel Technique for Image Hiding 
SA Alhaj, AM Shaheen, TM Alkharobi, Transactions on Networks and 
Communications 4 (6), 53. 
